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GERMAN
Americans
are poking fun at
French Americana now
but both are glad they
"came across."

TELEGRAPH BERVICE
CITY EDITION

1, 1914.

Kaisers Troops Capture the Entire Artillery Equipment of the Russians
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FRONTIER TO DECIDE PARIS' FATE

MANY

PRUSSIANS

WOUNDED

IM

WERE BADLY BEATEM

AND RETIRED IN HASTY

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

'

RETREAT

WAR BULLETINS
Parisy Sept. 1. Well founded,
are"
though unofficial, reports

-

'

London, Sept. 1.- The following
stery of the fighting near Mon
was told an Express reporter by ona
of the British wounded, Mho f was
;
brousht here Monday.
"We had left the shelter of a little
forest and opened out, supported by
the North Country regiment. Our colonel warned us that the German infantry was advancing.
"We had hardly extended ourselves
'along the grass when patches of bln
and green were, made out fcllowii .r
each other at regular Intervals.
let rip and goujred holi a
'
ihrongb. them.
" 'Bravo,' shouted tny 'platoou
iraiindiif '. as" he. Vat cited ttrotigS TiIjT
"
..
V
glasses.
"Now the order was given to fix
bayonets. Before the enemy arrived,
the artillery fire had increased until
it was an inferno. German aviators
were directingheir guns and at times
wc fired on aeroplanes, but our shots
were ineffective. Our gunners had an
awful time, as the German cavalry got
arcund behind us and charged right
up to the guns. Very few of the Germans escaped, however, for whole
platoons rushed to the rescue, emptying their magazines as they ran.
'A moment later the Germans were
on us from the front. We let them
come until their breasts rose above
the neighboring hillock and then we
decimated them. Tuey fell back m
e
ground.
confusion, and dropped
"Scores of machine guns were turned on us and we were ordered to)
prepare to charge. On the word of
command we sprang from the ground
as one man, and, with yell after yell.
charged the advancing Prussians. As
we neared their ranks we fired Indiscriminately and only a few remained
tc cross bayonets with us.
The re
mainder rushed off and were shot ins
the back as they went They left
more than half their regiment on ther
in killed and wounded."
-

current in Paris this evening that
the French have checked the
German advance on the north.

'

The absence of news concerning the progress of the European war is
today most marked. Not since the early days of August, when military
operations first took serious form, has there been such a dearth of
Paris, Sept. 1. The position of
It is evident that there is concerted effort
official or otherwise.
the
allied armies, according to the
On the part of both the English and French authorities to keep the world
of French military experts,
opinion
at large in absolute ignorance of what Is taking place In northern France.
Is good.
The Germans, It Is
Paris or Berlin,
"WHITE WOLF" IS DEAD
No" official statements have ,been issued in London,
Russian troops to reach' Berlin.
out, are attempting a
pointed
San
Francisco, eSpt. 1. Chinatown
and such news as has, come to hand Is decidedly fragmentary, unsubBrussels
Germans
will
If
It
Fortify
movement, which,
fails,
here had word by cable today that
A dispatch received here from
stantiated, of minor Importance and without real significance.
leave them In a dangerous situa
"White Wolf," the bandit who has
says Independence, a local newstion with their troops exhausted.
This veil of secrecy, drawn tighter today than at any time In the last
had been
ravaged northern China,
paper, declares that the 'German gov30 days, may be taken as an indication that events of importance are transY
struck down by a chance hullet while
ernor of Brussels m ordered the exWashington, Sept 1. The Turkpiring In northern France. A similar silence was observed during the
raiding a city of the Konan province.
ish ambassador, Arustem Bey, expulsion of the British residents within
fighting around Monz, Cambrai and Lecateau last week.
The cable message wa3 brief. As cir24 hours. The Englishmen have lodgissued
was
doubt
the
of
that
north
Paris
situation
on
pressed
the
official
today
latest
The
report
in Chinatown, it indicated
the
culated
B'and
TV'hitloek,
a
ed
with
n
was
protest
Turkish
mobilizing and
army
last night It said that the French left, owing to the progress of the
"White Wolf was iaortally
that
.
8mba.V't'
to
on
Ajnerkra
Geiv
Hv.iortpn8"
about
the
s'df
cf
a
retirement."
new
"Mark
to
been
ftyht
forced
Explaining
right wing, had
arni dragged
wdtyint'
are fortifying iheefivirona !i Iinis-sel- s
many. He said the Turkish army
this announcement the French embassy in London today said:
himself to a xilace" of hiding, In
have transformed the
and
they
was
mobilized
three
weeks
ago.
STANDS BY HIS POST AND BRINGS which
"The
army corps have had to give ground but nowhere
his body was later found, precemetery into a redoubt.
"CITY OF CHICAGO" TO
have they been broken through."
after his leaderless.band had
sumably
1.
anOfficial
Paris, Sept.
SAFETY
&
withdrawn
from its raid.
1
The fighting today, In which the allies are believed to Be opposing
Jones
New
Low,
York, Sept.
nouncement was made this afterWall
the German advance, is thought to be centered around La Fere, a strongCompany, publishers of the
noon to the effect that the minisof Paris.
UNIONS HAMPER FRISCO
Street Journal, published the followly fortified French position on the river Oise 75 miles northeast
ter of war. has decided to call out
San Francisco,
ASHORE
Sept. 1. Trade
VESSEL
THE
The fate of the French capital may hang on the outcome of these operatickers
news
RUNS
their
on
item
today:
ing
immediately all the reservists In
are
union
leaders
hampering the
was
tions.
"London Censorship
suddenly
the country who have not been
San
of
Franciseo
by the exgrowth
noon
without
warning.
at
It Is not definitely known whether the British troops in France have
tightened
previously summoned, to the colors.
SHIPS actions they are making upon emFIRE TUGS AND SISTER
a
to
op
great
Numerous dispatches, relating
been engaged again or not. News dispatches from Dieppe say
COME TO CRIPPLED CRAFT'S
ployers, Grant Fee, president of the
erations in Belgium, and France, were
battle has been fought at Croisilles and probably is still in progress. No
London, Sept. 1. The Central
Building. Trades Employers' associaASSISTANCE
other
held up by the government's orders.
details are given nor has this report been received from any
News publishes a dispatch from
told the federal industrial relaof
tion,
sigin
the
Arras
of
is
department
highly
sources. Croisilles Is ten miles southeast
"Foregoing dispatch
Rome saying a telegram received
commission. "This city has
tions
nificant.
Pas de Calais, and Is about 15 miles from Cambrai.
there from Bucharest, Roumanla,
a dictatorship
for , 20
been
under
rein
HIM
of
FAILS
THE WIRELESS
Belgium' may
"'Operations
Persons reaching Paris from the north described the preparations
declares that the Austrian defeat
he said. "I would wipe out
years,''
me
on
Germans
attack
rear
to
late
a
In Galicia was colossal. . Trains
all the allies for a defensive fight.
that dictatorship, but I would not
by British troops reported to have
are transporting tens of thousands
The Frenchmen who reached the capital today say there are no GerRELIANCE UPON MARINER'S BEST wipe out the unions.- - They have done
at
landed
Ostend,"
of wounded; many Austrian regimans In Lille, Roubaix or Tourcoing, a gorup of towns near the Belgian
FRIEND WOULD HAVE
good."
ments have been destroyed.
frontier, which were occupied by the Germans last week.
FUTILE
PROVED
Turks Declare War
with
FAULKNER BANKRUPT
'
Today la the anniversary of the battle of Sedan, which was fought
thus
is
available
far
and
getSept ,.l.The British
Washington,
nothing
draws
1870.
In
This
coincidence
particu.
Santa
disastrous results to the French
Fe, Sept. 1. Froeeedlnga In
ting to the public in Loudon to enable embassy has been informed by a Chicago, Sept. 1. With fire raging involuntary
lar attention to the outcome of the present operations, concerning which even
bankruptcy were filed to
Gerthat
London
a
from
admitted experts to form a real cablegram
officers of the excursion day in the federal court against Rob
amidship,
such Impenetrable silence is being maintained In London, Paris and Berlin.
man officer has gone to Constantiopinion as to their real value.
steamer City of Chicago, which plys ert L-- Faulkner of Las Cruces, where
Rome has received a report from Roumanla that the Russians have
to take charge of the Turkish
nople
of
heaviest
The
the
Emappears
fighting
Inflicted a crushing defeat on the Austrians In Galicia, the troops of
between this city and Benton Har- he Is engaged in the grocery business,
to be taking place along a line from army and that a declaration of war
A
and who had made an assignment to
peror Francis Joseph suffering losses declared to amount to 20.P00. news
are
bor, Mich., early this morning saved
in the department of Somme from Turkey is expected. Plans
Peronne,
Austrians
the
Thomas J. Guilfoil. The petitioning
a
similar
saying
claim,
makes
dispatch from St Petersburg
to Vervinnes in the department ot already uQder way to ask the Ameri- the lives of the 300 passengers aboard creditors and their claims are: Tne
in Poland have lost tens of thousands of men.
to
Aisne.
There the flower of Emperor can ambassador at Constantinople
by landing them on the government H. Lesinky company, $1,410;
the
to be
Nevertheless, reports from the eastern theater of
interests
is attempting to pierce tke charge of the British
William's
army
off Chicago harbor after James A. Dick company,.. $519; the
breakwater
victories.
Berlin
claim
and
Both
important
St Petersburg
conflicting.
there.
the British defense.
a thrilling race against time. No lives Amprienn flropprv eomnanv.', tTiSfl. Thp
By Imperial order the city of St Petersburg will henceforth be known
of
to
the
Further
forces
the
east
the
assets are given as $3,o00. Judge
name
were lost.'
at Petrograd, the change eliminating the Teuton construction in the
Sultan's Army Mobilizes
German crown princes still are attack
the El Paso Associa
off Chicago Pope appointed
of the chief city of Russia.
The boat was
Rome, Sept. 1 (via Paris). A tele
Men receiver, fixing the
ing the French in the region about
Credit
tion
of
Berlin wnen the fire, Deneved to have orlgl
An official communication given out at Antwerp says .the situation
Mezieres, the capital of the depart gram received in Rome from
bond at $5,000, Instructing that the
to
have
declared
are
the
Is
of
mobilization
The
Germans
the
announces
in the gallery, was discovered. receivers continue the business. Belgium
satisfactory.
throughout
ment of Ardennes.
in
restored
the
the advance His wireless failing, Captain Oscar
evacuated Aerchot and railroad communication has been
The only points where the French Turkish army. Following
Marshal Baron von Der Bjork ordered the engines full speed
Campaine country.
claim to have gained positive suc- of Field
the Turkish govern- ahead and after 45 minutes, during
Refugees from Brussels say food there is getting scarce and declare cesses are in the Vosges mountains Golta it is stated
form an army of the first a hich time the flames spread rapidly; EXPLORER DIES ON
the German garrison today numbers no more than 10,000. German sentiand in Lorraine, where Germans are ment will
of 200,000 men, all Mo: drove the bow of the steamer into the
.
nels are posted at all the publicbuildings.
said to be retreating. The statement line composed
WAY TO NORTH POLE
breakwater, wedging her fast
that Emperor William has gone to the hammedans.
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium and her children, who arrived in London
The plight of the ship bad been
Seventy-twsuperior German offi
Russian frontier cannot as yet be con
last night are tod.ay the gusests of Lord Curzon.
cers, forming tne uerman miuiary seen from shore and seven tugs, two
firmed.
A news dispatch from The Hague says the four richest men of Belmission at Constantinople, have been fire boata and two excursion steamers LIEUTENANT SEDOFF'S FATE IS
f
views
irce
the
of
Independent
gium have guaranteed the payment to Germany of the war tax of
in the Turkish army and were vn the scene almost as soon as
IS MADE KNOWN BY
fighting now going on in east Prussia incorporated
000 levied against the Belgian capital.
SURVIVORS
and in Galicia are entirely lacking, will (participate in the war. The the City ot Chicago struck the breakNews dispatches published In London say that the people of Berlin,
so it is a case of one taking his presence of the German officers in water. The passengers, most of them
alarmed at the Russian advance, are beginning to leave the capital for choice between the German, Austrian the army is interpreted to mean that in their night clothes, were lanaea
London. Sept 1 A St. Petersburg
neutral countries.
Turkey will fight on the side of Ger- .and the flames subdued after a three j
and Russian versions if the battles.
t(J tne Reuter Telegmmcom.
nour iigni dj iue nm ius.
many.
Strict French Censorship
The Prince of Wales relief fund is approaching the $10000,000 mark;
that surviving members
reports
burning steamer settled a few feet
A dispatch from Paris, published in
W. W. Astor has contributed $125,000.
Arctic
the
of
expedition, headed by
but it will be possible to rehabilitatte
the Star, says that the censorship on
Germans Take 70,000 Prisoners
Lieutenant
which left for the
said
Sedoff.
It
Is
the French wing is admitted by the all news of the military operations in
A Decisive Battle
Washington, Sept 1. A German her,
arrived at Arch- have
In
north
1912,
in"
three
is
as
which
northern France is exceedingly strict. v'ctory at Allenstein,
London, Sept. 1. Today on, the eve French foreign office, but it
SOLD
O'TOOLE
"MARTY"
angel.
of the anniversary of the capitulation serted also that after a three days The afternoon papers of Paris came Russian army corps were defeated
The survivors stated that LieutenPittsburgh, Sept 1. Barney Drey- out today with all reference to the and 70,000 prisoners. Including three
of Sedan 3,000,000 troops are tattling battle in this region t&e Anglo-FrencNa-- ant Sedoff died In a vain attempt to
on the French frontier the Germans, line, although pushed back, still re progress of military events blocked Ri.BRian commanding eenerals. were fus, president of the Pittsburgh
baseball club
today reach the North Pole. The expedition
out
In a headlong effort to celebrate the mains unbroken.
taken, was reported today to the Ger tfonal league
'omhnssv
pit- - wintered In 1912 and 1913 In newly
O'Toole,
announced
that
"Marty"
wire
from
bv
as
the
Berlin
much
described
There
is
in
is
excitement
the r,,an
"wearing
This
day with a drama tiq success; the
to
Tork
.discovered territory, and later Sedoff
New
the
sold
had
been
cher,
French backed by their British allies, down policy of the allied armies and French capital, but the people have less via Sayville, L. T.
TtVnYl
fi . TlwnrfllO nmraiil ad
n XTnflnnala
.uuu Tncnh land
1,1
IUC
atI'll
t'llill
of
losses1
rtisnatch
BavS!
the
faith in the ability of the allied
E,iuui.uu
Thi
to avenge their defeat of 44 years it'is claimed that the
l,UUlo.
- whence he started for the
transacof
details
the
to
pole, ae-vMnrv'
nt
'refused
rminrt
give
of
iho
been
to
see
have
armies
the
forces
enormously
..rKoi
country
ago.
safely
tacking
York
two
New
sailorst
will
Theesder
the
O'Toole
tion.
join
companied
by
even
That the Germans have pained greater than: those of the defenders, through the present crisis, according A'ir,c0ii shows that it was
t fell ill on the way and died.
tram in New York tomorrow.
alone are to the Star correspondent, and of the
(Continued on Page Five.)
ground in their entire movement on 'French representations
intel-ligenc-
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Washington, Sept 1. Senate: Met
11 a. m.
Debate was resumed on the Clayton trust bill, with prospects that It
would be passed before night.
House: Met at nooo.
The administration bill to create m
merchan tmarine was considered ia
committee.
Miscellaneous bills were considered!
under the unanimous consent rule.

at

WISCONSIN PRIMARIES
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 1. A statewide primary election is being held ia
Wisconsin today for the selection of
party nominees for United States senator, state and county officers ftiid
congressmen. A general canvasa cf
the state seems to indicate that Governor McGovetn, Levi H. Bancroft
and B. Thomas Morris will run a e'or
race for United States senator, thotr.;U
three others, Timothy Burke, Charts
T. Estabrook and John Strangp, iirt
seeking the neminnt'nn.

.
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Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago I began to
have trouble with, my stomach and
found it necessary to eat sparingly,"
write Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
feeling la my stomach after eating
that was most uncomfortable. I was
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
After taking a number of medicines
without benefit I got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
were Just the thing. Two bottles of
them rid me of this complaint" For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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FINANCIAL NEW
YORK BECOMES
NORMAL
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DUG UP

Santa Fe, Sept, 1. Twelve skele
Loi VcsLsodingjStoro
tons were taken out of the ruin at
Amoxiumque near Jemez, Sandoval
county, by the field expedition of the
School of American Archaeology, acSouth jidoPloja.
cording to Dr. W. P. Wilson of Phila
delphia, who returned today with Mrs.
Wilson from Jemez. Dr. Wilson describes the discoveries made by the
expedition as very Important because
under what was thought to be the
floor of the prehistoric pueblo rums
evidences of a prior occupation were
found and it was In this strata that
the skeletons were discovered with
RENEWED
MINING
IS
enough pottery and potsherds to keep
WELT:
yy""""1
TRADE
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. An unusual re- an expert busy several months to
elastic
Very
newal of mining activity in theCerril. classify and restore them. The ex
Never binds
Ios district south of Santa Fe is indi- pedition Is expected home la Santa
leg.
cated by the filing in the office of the Fe tomorrow after two weeks spent
probate clerk of numerous locations. at Cuaral near Mountaiuair and three
MARK
The
Copper Zone Mining and Milling weeks at Amoxiumque.
Off.
Keg. U. S. Fat.
company, especially, today, recorded
SCIENTIFIC STOCKINGS
a large number of locations.
Don't endure the needless pain and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
Relnforoed with Linen for
W. T. Hut- Men. .Woman and Cblldron
course there is much confusion, espec- it is by the hot weather..
cl ens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I Buf
ially in import and export circles arisfered the aches and pains of rheumaing from the demoralization of the
swollen feet, Irregular painful
Rip-proof.
KNEE:
foreign exchange market. This Is tism,
Rub-proo- f.
bladder
action, hut Foley Kidney Pills
Very strong and
abating somewhat each day and the
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
Alwava
durable.
financing of imports and exports is
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
.Very elastic
(comfortable.
becoming less and less difficult alExtra long
Drug Co. Adv.
is
of
no
the
trouble
end
though
by
the
covers
in
and
the
always
means in Bight. There is now no longknee of the
WHERE IS PROPERTY
right place.
a lack of transportation to couner
wearer.
Santa
Fe, Sept 1. District Judge
tries with which International comE.
Abbott
C.
today heard the case of
merce is possible. Exports of wheat
vs.
INSTEP:
Prichard
Prichard, in which the
have been upon a more liberal scale
Gusset of heel and
for a bill of discovery,
asks
plaintiff
and are likely to continue at high
whereabouts and manner
of wearthe
edge of ribbed leg
asking
Instep
This
prices.
staple having already
form a straight line
er always in
shown very violent fluctuations. The of disposal of certain property.. Judge
over instep of
which to
elastic ribbed
cotton situation Is still serious and Abbott gave 15 days in
'
bindW.
No
G.
Prichard
Colonel
further.
stocking.
plead
part.
requires most judicious handling. Of
ing easy off course the four million bales which is represented by Renehan & Wright
and on.
and Mrs. Prichar'd by Judge Lorln C.
Germany usually takes will be carried Collins.
HEEL:
or consumed in other markets and
Special linen.
the problem of financing the coming
"
Very strong
Sufferers of Hay Fever
is one now that is receiving the
crop
and durable
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foserious attention of our hankers and
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
cotton merchants, efficiently aided by
TOE:
Restful
sleep, relief and comfort
The
the government at Washington.
effect of war upon the British export from choking, gasping asthma and tor
No seam to touch any
TENDER part of the toe. trade of cotton goods will not be as mentlng hay fever for those who takea
Special
f.
severe as at first expected; provided Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads
Rip-prolinen.
as it glides
England keeps the routes to China healing soothing coating
Very strong
raw
down
a
and stops
throat,
tickling
too
and
and
India
provided
open,
and durable.
0many of her operatives are not thrown irritating coughs and colds. O.
Cross
Co.
Red
Schaefer
and
of
Drug
own
Our
the
into
exports
army.
cotton goods Bhould materially in- Adv.
cuase, the conditions being very faSOLD WIHOUT LICENSE
vorable to American cotton mills run
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. For peddling
Our
steel
on
fabrics.
export
ning
sections
fairest and most prosperous
trade is also beginning to feel the ef potatoes in Santa Fe without a liore being devastated by immense arfects of foreign inquiries for steel cense at 2 cents a pound when the
mies and wholesale destruction. Upon products to fill .vacancies caused by current quotations are 4 cents
Russia, Austria, Japan and other na- the cessation of German exports. Even pound, Fred Trost of the San Luis
tions, the blow will be much less se- English buyers are in this market valley, Colorado, was today fined the
vere because they are out of the field making active inquiries; and, though minimum penalty and costs, the fine
of conflict. Upon Great Britain the no large business has yet been ac beine suspended bv District Judee E,
fffects of the war cannot yet behold. complished, trfiere Is a very fair reason C. Ablfott, The casJhad, been brought
If short the loss will not be so great to hope for a considerable larger in up from the court, of Justice of the
03 In the case of Germany; and would quiry from foreign sources. There is Peace Jose Maria 'Garcia and Trost,
of counsel, pleaded
coon be at least partially compensat- also much interest displayed in South by agreement
.
WAR CONDITIONS ARE CEASING ed for in various directions, such as oped an enormous commerce
with guilty.
TO HAVE A SERIOUS
new avenues of commerce new col- American trade. Germany had devel- EFFECT
$100 Reward, $100
onies, new markets new industries, Pouih America which is entirely susThe readers of this paper will be
an.t the hope of a decline in militar pended. There is no other nation at
Persistent and confident efforts are ism. Rut her military leaders are not present able to fill this vacancy bet- pleased to learn that there is .at least
being made to adjust business to war indulging in false hopes. Germany's ter than the United States. The fact one dreaded disease that science has
conditions both at home and abroad. endurance and ability as a fighting is fully appreciated by our manufac been able to cure In all its stages, and
.Here much progress has been attain- ration are not to be underrated; and turers and exporters. Ample Ameri- that is Catarrh. Hall'B Catarrh Cure
ed and more will follow. Abroad the if overcom it will only be through can banking facilities have recently is the only positive cure now known
situation is different. Germany's enor- overwhelming unmbers and superior been established with South America to the medical fraternity. Catarrh bemous commerce and Industry is of resources. At the moment the best ai.d it so happens that there is no ing a constitutional disease, requires
Hall'e
course practically paralyzen. Beyond tliat can be hoped for concerning this lack of ships. The west apparently a constitutional treatment,
taking care of her own immediate in- - ccHossal conflict Is that before long feels the depression less keenly thon Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acttrior necessities, industrial Germany a decisive battle will ibe fought which the east and reports from the agricul- ing directly upon the blood and muis unavoidably at a standstill. Upon will check the mad carnage and in- tural sections are generally encourag- cous surfaces of the system, thereby
that country the stress of war Is duce all parties to refer their claims ing. Current railroad earnings are not destroying the foundation of the disand to some form of diplomatic confer entirely satisfactory, but this was to ease, and giving the patient strength
falling with Intense severity;
whether sympathizing with the Ger- - ence. A great battle might easily be be expected in view of the embargo by building up the constitution and
man cause or not, one cannot but re- the occasion for proposing an armis- upon freight in the sarly stages of assisting nature In doing its work.
gret the gigantic disaster which has tice, and It goes without saying that the war. The retail trades in that sec The proprietors have so much faith
fallen upon that progressive and
frcm no country In the world could tion of the country, however, appear in its curative powers that they offer
nation. Upon little Belgium such a suggestion come with more to be fairly active, for the reason that One Hundred Dollars for any case
and upon France also, two of the most grace and more force than from the the consuming capacity of the peaple that it fails to cure. Send for list of
advanced countries iu the world, the United States. Let us hope that In has not yet been seriously impaired testimonials.
blast of war has come with crushing some such way this stupendous strug- For the time being extreme caution
Adress. F. J. .CHENET and CO.,
force. These two nations will suffer gle may be quickly brought to an end must be the only policy to follow In
O.
Sold by Druggists 75c.
relaticely more than Germany; for the and not prolonged by passion on eith all business affairs. This country will
er side. When sanity regains lt3 sway weather the storm better than any Take Hall's Family Pills for constiin Europe there will be reasonable other, and when the strain is passed pation. Adv..
HELPLESS AS BABY
we should be able to lead In real
hope of Such a consummation.
The financial situation In New York prosperity.
GOT FREIGHT REFUND
i
HENRY CLEWS.
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. Because the
though still much confused, shows
seme improvement. There is a calm-res- s
Santa Fe railway charged W,. R, Heg- Down in Mind Unable to Work,
ici as iihiuu ior snipping a. carioaa oil
regarding the seriousness of the
situation
which is at least reassuring. May Help You if
horses
Vfrom Woodward, Okla., to
and Wbat Helped Her.
Our banks are
to meet
Carlsbad, a distance of 547 miles, as
Lungs Are Affected it does for the same service from
a grave situation in the most energetfresh air and temperate
diet,
Proper
ic
Kansas City, 960 miles, Hegler today
and
cordial
manner.
The
governhabits are beneficial to persona Buffering
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
from
Lung Trouble; but la a great many
the commission obtained a
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suf- ment also has done much to relieve
through
Instances reports show tbat tea addition
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in the situation and prevent
refund of $46 from the company. The
harmful of a medicine for this affection baa mahelped In bringing about recovery.
my right side, caused from womanly
corporation commission also received
stringency. If any suggestion could be terially
For more tbau fifteen years Eckman'a
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but witha medicine for Throat and
Alterative,
assurances today from the Southern
out success. 1 suffered so very much, offered toward further aid In the
has
Lung Troubles,
good
accomplished
that I became down in mind, and as helpPacific that the depot promised Myn- It would be in the direction results. Bead wbat It did In this case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
less as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind of a more
would compare favorably with
use
dus,
"Gentlemen:
In
of
March,
1908,
December,
generous
Clearing
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
1909, and September, 1SU0, I was taken
that to be built at Miesse, a rival
with hemorrhages of the lungs which conI began taking Cardul, the womar's House certificates. A little more Jufined me
weeks, each time to my
townsite in Luna county. This in re
tonic, and got relief from the very first dicious liberality on the part of the bed. My several
doctor advised me to go Went.
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bot- banks would certainly be helpful' and In November I started for Denver,
sponse to a complaint from Myndus
Michael
Col. After my arrival I met
tles, my health was completely restored. the great
the depot at Miesse would be
that
condiof
unless
this
is,
that
who,
Brody,
upon
my
danger
learning
1 am now 48
years years old, out feel at is
urged me to take Eckman'a Alteraever so much more palatial than the
granted, the way may be paved for tion,
tive. I Kept on taking the medicine and
good as I did when only 16.
In March, 1910, I reImproved fast.
one allotted to Myndus.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing dangerous Inflationary schemes In turned
home. I am entirely weU, have
I
feel
a
it
and
and
my mind,
good appetite
my duty to speak congress. This is the time for men
sleep well. When
I left Denver my weight was 1140 pounds.
in its favor. I wish I had some power to hold
CITROLAXI
up their heads, avoiding Im- I now weigh ltio, my normal weight. I
over poor, suffering women, and could
God and your AiWr&Ur
thank
for my
CITROLAXI
make them know the good it would do pulsive action and adhering strictly health."
PATJL L. FASNaCHT.
to business methods which experience
them."
(AUldavlt)
CITROLAXI
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
If you suffer from any of the ailments has proved sound and true. The bankIt's a laxative of course and the
Eckman'a Alterative baa been proven by
moBt
test
efficacious
to
be
many
years'
peculiar to women, it will certainly be ing situation in this
nicest hot weather drink you ever
country Is for- for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Bttibliorn
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas.
It has been helping weak women for tunately sound. The country has an Colds
and In upbuilding
the system.
g
more than 50 years, and will help you, abundant supply of gold, the amount Contains no narcotics, poisons or
antly, too. p. c. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
booklet
Ask
for
telling
drugs.
too.
available for banking purposes being of recoveries, and write to Eckuinn
vH says:
"Have used laxatives tor
Laboratory, Phllndelnbla. Pa., for eviTry Cardul. Your druggist sells ft
15 years but this Cltrolax, has got
estimated at over $1,500,000,000.
dence. For sale by all leading dniggiste
The business community in New and B. O. Murphey and Red Cross everything else beat a mile." Try it
Chattanooga Ktdidne Co, Ladles'
Advisory Dec.. Chattanoora. Term., for Sttcial
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
InthtHiim on your case and 64 ps book, "Horns Ycrk and elsewhere has met the prug company.
Traatmanj lor Woman," to piajnwiappar. N.G.181
shock far tetter than anticipated. Of
Co. Adv.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.

A School Hose
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THRSt

WAS WELL ATTENDED

LONG SICKNESS

MEETINGS IN 8ANTA
FE DREW
312 PEOPLE FROM OUTSIDE PLACES

Yields To Lydia El. Pink
ham's Vegetable
Compound.

is!
JWgllJ
Did

Girl

City

"T L

v'
i

A

you ever

J

see any

highway robbers?
Farmer Nope; I ain't exactly seen
But I vo had experience with
Rny.
some fellers that undertook to handle
the $3 I once contributed fur good
roads.
A

POINTER

$1000 A DAY

Elkhart, Ind.: "I suffered for fourteen years from organic inflammation,
female weakness,
pain and irregularities. The pains in
my sides were increased by walking
or standing on my
feet and I had such,
awful bearing down
feelings, was depressed in spirita
and became thin and
pale with dull.heavy
eyes. I had six doc
tors from whom I received only temporary relief. I decided to give Lydia E.
I'inkham's Vegetable Compound a fair
trial and also the Sanative Wash. I have
now used the remedies for four months
and cannot express my thanks for what
they have done for me.
"If these lines will be of any benefit
you have my permission to publish,
them." Mrs. Sadie Williams, 455
James Street, Elkhart, Indiana.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
holds the record of being the
and
most successful remedy for female ills
we know of, and thousands of voluntary
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to
prove this fact.

Mr

de

to-d-

YOUR COMPANY

PAYS

DOLLARS A DAY TAXES

ONE THOUSAND

NOT ONLY IN SEPTEMBER BUT EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta-

LAST YEAR THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF OUR TAXES WAS $386,664.00

THE BELL SYSTEM HAS PAID OVER ELEVEN
FOR TAXES IN THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS

MILLION

ble Compound will help you, write
to Lydia E.Pinkham MedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

DOLLARS

THIS MONEY ALL GOES FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE CITY, COUNTY
AND STATE

EVERY

PUBLIC

AND

HIGHWAYS

IT GOES TO KEEP UP THE SCHOOLS,
BUILDINGS

DOLLAR OF IT GOES FOR THE PEOPLE'S BENEFIT

WHO WOULD PAY THESE TAXES
THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM?

THE

IF

GOVERNMENT

OWNED

States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

The Mountain

"The Corporation Different"
SB

MkMwi.rnj

AND TELEGRAPH STOCK

MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
May be freely bought and readily'sold

In

"Say, Bis. are you going to marry
WANT NEW SCHOOL HOUSE
Frank or George?"
"Whv. Willie?"
Santa Fe, Sept. li County Super
"Well. I think George will be the
intendent of Schools R. S. Tipton of
more."
ma
He
hands
best provider.
Otero county is threatened with
writ of Injunction or mandamus or
some other kind of writ to compel
WOULD BE PREPARED
him to create a school district at
Mountain Park, in the Sacramento
mountains. It has been the custom
in some parts of the state for town-sit- e
promoters to have school districts
created and school houses built by diit
viding older districts, bo that it has
happened that often the minority of
an older district by manipulation acquired the greater portion of the railroad mileage and other property in
the district and thus deprived the re
maining portion of the district of Its
school income. The question In the
Mountain Park case hinges upon the
word "shall'' In the statute, whether
'shall" always is mandatory or allows
of certain discretion.

mother?"
"I'm sure I can."
"Then I shall want the same kind
of dyspepsia tablets my father used
to take."

up.

Shares are of $100 par value and pay $7 per year dividend, distributed

PORTER

BOETTCHER,

432-43- 8

BIRD

Gas &

TELEGRAPHY

..

IHWHiia'

.

:::r..,'

it

.

PAID IN

eh

A O B VJ Q Q B

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

is 50c cheaper to buy than ever before.
Has always sold for $4.00, NOW SELLS FOR

-

D.

T. Hosklns, Cashier.

Mr. Bird

.

TIMEJ

DEPOSITS

Mrs. Bird One of the eggs just sig
naled he'd be out tomorrow and to
h have a nice bunch of worms for him,

will make enough toast for five people for OitQ
Come in and have us prove it.

TRAGEDY OF THE AIR

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOSU

.

-

-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
President

.
VIo

W, KELLY...
W.
HOSKIN3
D,

is a

fell Mt

030,000.00

J

it

winner-yo- u

appearance-wi- ll

Cent,

please any woman.

should buy one.

Tosto Girl" in our
Show Window?

Have you seen the

UEI

will be a pleasure
Come in TDD A Y and look at "EL TOST0"-- It
a nice piece of golden
for us to demonstrate its advantages-G- et
brown. toast-Pipihot, made on "EL TOSTO" Yum! Yumi
Yum! Its goody good with tea.

v,

preidSLt

ng

Interest PeJd On Deposits

IT PAYS TO READ WANT ADS

$3.50

makes toast faster right on your dining room table
saves the trouble of trotting to the kitchen

What are you laughing so

for?

"

is handsome in

HATDOH-H-

If you are troubled with this complaint you should take Chamberlain's
Tablets, being careful to observe the
bottle. You are
flirpct!ons with
Tiain to
by them if you
give them a trial. Sold by all dealers. Adv.

EL TOSTO

,..-

INTEREST PAID ON

Q.

Sour StomJcn

50,CC.M

1L20.

HOO.OOO.Bi

fVM.

Santa Fe, Sept. 1. The state corporation commission was informed
today that the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph company is willing to install a telephone ia the Santa
Fe depot at Dona Ana, Dona Ana
county, and has asked the Santa Fe
railway for permission to do so. Thla
is in response to a request of the community at Dona Ana made through
the corporation commission for the
Installation of such a telephona

See the big double page advertisement in colors in this week's
issue of SATURDAY EVENING POST. It describes the many
esplend'd features of the new electric toaster. READ IT1

!

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

I

WILL INSTALL PHONE

The new improved Hotpoint
is an electric toaster that
operates with only one hand.
It's the only toaster that does this. However, this is only one of
the many improvements on the 1015 model.

ri

Cunningham, Preside
t.
frank Springer,

GOAL

well-stock-

II
to
Takes Only one Hand Operate it

COMPANY

&

MUIWL n mm

issi jssjj

HtBIHHnHCm9SHasiiiaj

M.

Subscribe for The Optic.

Because it la so perfectly safe, to UM
and has been of such great help to
boat of expectant mothers, thene women,
experienced In this most happy period,
advise the use of "Mother's Friend."
Applieu externally to the abdominal
muscles Its purpose is to relieve thai
undue tension upon the cords and l!ga-ments resulting; from muscular expansion,
lieneath the surface is a network of Una
nerve threads and the gentle, soothing
l
"Mother's
Friend,"
embrocation,
designed to so lubricate the muscular
fibres as to avoid the unnecessary anf
continuous naeslnir upon this myriad Ol
nerves. It is a reflex action.
the
Applied to the breasts it affords
.
proper massage to prevent caking-Thousands of women have reason to
believe In this splendid help under thai
Their
trying; ordeal of motherhood.
letters are eloquent evidence of Its great
use
for
value to women. In
many years
it has come to be a standard, remedy for
the purpose.
There is scarcely a
dnis;
store anywhere but what you can easily
obtain a bottle of "Mother's Friend" and
Wi nearly
every town and village Is sv
grandma who herself used it tn earllen
years. Expectant mothers are urged to
try this splmdld ssdistant to comfort.
Mother's Friend is prepared by Brad-l- d
Regulator Co., 410 iJimar Bliifr,
Atlanta, oa, Seua lor our iltue douk. .

,

Price and full particulars will be mailed on request sent to
Electric Building, Denver, Colorado.

I.

Santa Fe Sept 1 The board of directors of the New Mexico Institute
of Science and Education met last
evening at the old Palace to hear the
reports of the officers on the summer
school, That this had been a greater
success thai had been anticlpatedd
was conclusively shown. While the
attendance from outside points ran up
during the month of to only 312. yet.
It being the first year, this was deemed a good beginning and has assured
the permanance of the Venture. Financially the. reports were equally
pood for contrary to expectations, the
school closed without a deficit. As
to the intellectual, social and artistic
success of the scnool it was truly phe
nomenal. Never before has the state
and its capital entertained at one time
so many celebrities in science, art
and literature as during August. Of
the lecturers, 11 have attained sufficient importance to gain a place In
"Who's Who." The big universities
of the land were represented and even
one foreign university, that of War
saw, Poland, had a student and lecturer among those enrolled. Thirty-si- x
teachers were given institute
credit I naddltion to the lecture
courses, classes in Spanish, gardening, primary work, arithmetic, sanitation and other branches were held
regularly. There was one great art
exhibit, a number of noteworthy musical events, social affairs as well as
dramatic presentations, notably that
of Los Pastores, given under the auspices of the school, took place. At
the same time there were field archaeological expeditions to Jemez and
Cuarai as well as exvursions to Santo
Clara the Arroyo
Domingo, Santa
Hondo ruins and the Rlto de las Fri- jolea. Ia other words the summer
schoo lwas a great buccsp.

"When I marry, I want a good cook.
Do you think you could cook like my

lots of any size from one share

$1.75 quarterly.

Experienced Wanes
Advise Bother's Friend

SCIENCE INSTITUTE

MRS. WILLIAMS'

HIGHWAY ROBBERY

1 1

Mrs. Owl What's the matter, dear?
Been fighting?
Mr. Owl imlcui ialf his feathers)
Not any. I got tangled up in a wire
less message.

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
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I
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PADGETT.

hrwever, but gave to the English peo
ple authentic war news before the
some announcement was made by the
war office.
The English people are Just as entitled to know without delay of the
reverses met by their armies as of
the victories, and the attitude of the
premier will not be commended by the
reading public of the world.
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BUSINESS WILL 1M3 GOOD
As the result of the European war

Santa Fe, Sept. 1. Attorney Gen
eral Frank W. Clancy today came to
the relief of New Mexico duck hunt
ers. The game waraon s oince nna
ruled that because of the federal mi
gratory bird statute, the duck hunting
season would not open until October
1, instead of September 1, the date
Assistant
Bet by the state statute.
Attorney General Harry W. Clancy,
however, discovered that the federal
law does not go Into effect until October 1 and New Mexico nimrods may
therefore, shoot ducks, this year at
least, under the state statute.
'New Bridge Ordered
Assistant Engineer J. W. Johnson
has returned from Hillsboro, where
bids were opened for a four
steel pony truss bridge on creosoted
pile piers and abutments across the
Rio Grande at Arrey. The bridge Is
of great importance as it is on El
Camino Real, which the state has
been placing In first class condition
in southern New Mexico. The lowest
bid was by the Midland Bridge com
pany for 110,475. Then came the El
Paso Bridge and Iron company $10,- 500, the M. F. Levy Construction company $11,950, and the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron company $12,980. The
specifications are being slightly modified so as to bring 'the cost within
$1 0,000.

Federal Jury Jist
Federal Jury Commissioner Louis
McRae of Albuquerque and District
Clerk Harry F. Lee, In the presence
of Judge John R. McFie, today revised the list in the jury wheel eo that
thi wheel contained 838 names, of
which 127 are from Bernalillo county.
They then drew 36 names for the
petit jury of the October term at
Santa Fe and the same number of the
special session of federal court at Al
huquerque on November 17. They
also drew 27 names for the federal
grand Jury at Santa Fe," which will
convene on October 5.

exports of the United States are
'leeted to Increase materially with-the next tow months. Already, with
of transport- 6 gradual resumption,
i ion facilities, the outpouring of the
American products, manufactures and
the fruits of the field, is beginning,
The steel trade is beginning to feel
the effects of foreign inquiries for
Favorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
steel products to fill vacancies caused
"About three years ago I had a seby the cessation of German exports.
J'ven English buyers are on this con rious attack of summer complaint
tinent looking for steel and its pro The doctor's medicine failed to bene
ducts. The American exports of cot fit me, so I sent for a bottle of Cham
ton products will increase. Trade with berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
South America, largely controlled by Remedy upon the recommendation of
Germany for years, will fall to Amer- one of my neighbors. One dose of it
did me more good than all the other
ican merchants.
All these things will keep the wheels medicine I had used. I improved rap
of progress turning in this country, idly and In a short time I was well,"
itere men will be needed, and those writes Mrs. May Higgins, Peru, ind.
now working will he assured of con- For sale by all dealers. Adv.
tinuous employment. To offset the
GRANT CASE SETTLED
:reduction in revenue caused by the
Judge E. C. Mechem of Socorro,
falling off of Imports on account of
the war, the United States is con- sitting for Judge D. J. Leahy of this
templating putting a tax on theater .'.istrlct, who was disqualified by hav
anil railroad tickets. The American ing at one time represented some of
workman will be too busy, apparent- the interests in the case, has signed
ly, to be able to use a railroad ticket a decree vesting title to 1,600 acres of
If he had one, his pay envelope will 'land near Chacon, Mora county a
fce able to stand a higher fee for thea- portion of the Mora grant in Juan D.
ter admission. The farmer will be In Ortega, T. Melendez and Simonita
tho same boat, because his products Berego. The work of settling the
'lll bring wartime prices. The merch- claims of persons living on this portion
ant will get increased trade, and, be- of the grant lands Is proceeding rafore the war ends, the United States pidly. In an effort to effect an equi- probably will have a merchant marine tr.ble adjustment with the 262 resi
of which It can be proud and which dents of Chacon who have interests
will maintain the commercial suprem- at stake. Senator T. B. Catron will be
acy of this country on the seas for in Las Vegas several days this week.
years to come.
Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
CONDEMNING TIIK Pit ESS attack of cholera morbus brought on
Premier Asquith yesterday bitterly by eating green apples. His mother,
denounced a London newspaper for Mra. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
publishing a dispatch to the effect says, "I was advised to give him
that the allied armies of England, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
France and Belgium were sorely Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, and
pressed by the Germans along the the relief from the first wa3 very
tiattle line thrown out for the defense great. After taking three doses he
of French territory. The premier was all right" For sale by all dealcharacterized the publication of such ers. Adv.
news as "particularly unpatriotic".
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Hut lie did not deny Us truth. Shortly
In
bad
the Probate Court, San Miguel
edition
the
containing
following
news from the front, official bulletins County, New Mexico,
to the same effect were issued by the in the Matter of the Estate of Betty
Sebre, Deceasedv
r.ritish war office, and apparently no
To Whom It May Concern: Notice
great harm, if any, was done by givInis
authentic
hereby given that the final report
the
public
English
ing
formation direct from the field of the of the Administratrix In the above entitled estate has been, filed in paid
battle.
Had the London daily given away Court, and the 9th. day of November,
any secrets of the British army inad- 1914,; has been set by the Court for
vertently, it should be condemned for the hearing of objections to the same
carelessness; had it done anything of and the final settlement of said estate.
Witness my hand this 31st day of
the kind for the mere purpose of sellA, D. 1914.
conduct
more
its,
August,
papers,
ing a few
LYDIA HOUSTON,
should be roumdly condemned as parAdministratrix.
ticularly unpatriotic. It did neither,
iUc.
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TO ROSWELL
REPORTED IN GOOD
CONDITION

IS HE IS NOT ALLOWED TO RUN AT weeks was enough of the present. The
to 1
VEGANS COULD
LARGE;
opening, which ranged from y
a
followed
swing
was
by
ADMIRE STATUTE
cects lower,
well above last night's level. The

TITTMAN
ATTORNEY
DISTRICT
GETS EVEN WITH THE ELEPHANT BUTTE PEOPLE

PALMA

The department
Santa Fe, Sept.
of education was astounded to hear
from District Attorney E. D. Tittman
of Hillsboro that he has excommunicated 318 school children as far as
school facilities are concerned. The
question raised was deemed of such
importance that Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy has had the matter
submitted to him with request for an
immediate opinion.
It Beems when the authorities tried
to collect road tax from those working on the Elephant Butte dam and
living on the lands acquired by the
government for reclamation purposes
they refused to pay, asserting that
they were exclusively under the Jurisdiction of the United States and so
owed the state nothing. It did no good
to show that every person on public
lands might set up the same claim.
Now comes the district
attorney
and has the county revoke the commission of the Justice of the peace at
Elephant Butte and follows It up by
prohibiting the board of education of
District No. 12 from paying out, or
the county school superintendent from
apportioning any moneys for school
purposes, saying:
"It would be illegal to apportion
funds to the school district In which
the dam is located on the basis of the
children at the dam. it further occurs to me the school directors of
that district cannot legally employ
teachers to teach at the dam. I shall
oppose any distribution on account of
children at the dam and I shall hold
the school directors of that district
responsible for all moneys paid out
to teachers at the dam, and that no
children at the dam shall hereafter be
instructed at the cost of Sierra county."
Attorney P. W. Dent of the reclamation service agrees with Tittman, but
the department of education at first
blush believes that the children at
the dam are entitled to the former
school privileges and that residents
at the dam are just as much subject
to taxation for schools and other purposes as white residents within New
Mexico anywhere else.

The state of Virginia at the recent
road to Roswell, by
of Palma, is open for travel, re- session of its legislature has passed
quiring only a little more work to a novel dog law, which It is believed
make it practically complete, and that will enable that state to raise sheep
it is preferable to the Lamy route is successfully on a large amount of
tht statement of Dr. J. E. Fisher, a waste land heretofore idle. This law

That the new

1

W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacra,
who was down on her back with kid
neys so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
cross her kidneys, but after she took
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co Adv.
KICKED

ON

COOKING

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 1. Hard
labor on the public highways In the
high altotudes with an abundance of
ozone and sunshine is supposed to
sharpen the appetite until the stomach is ready to digest rocks if necesA.
State Engineer James
sary.
French, however, Is in heceipt of a
letter from Foreman Welch McGuire
ot the raod camp at San Marclal stating that the men in the camp there
have been kicking about the McGuire
cuisine. It is not stated whether the
beefsteak was too rare or the potatoes not sufficiently baked. It Is rumored, however that they, dislike the
pie crust and mde remarks about the
cook needing a couhse in domestic
science which has become so popular
In the schools ot the state. Mr Mcwho has been nicknamed
Guire,
"Grape Juice McGuire" solved the
gastronomls problem by discharging
all the men, Mr. French is Informed,
The state engineer seemed much
amused over the matter this morning
in discussing road camp work.
Some time ago a man joined one
.
1. A
IT
3
r. ., t .1
,.U
Ul mi. cicucud uaiujja tuiu otiiu lie j
wie a vegetarian. He refused to eat
meat, living on fruit and vegetables
to test out a theory of a food faddist
in the east. He ate a large amount of
uncooked food and had no quarrel
with the cook.
A

"

ROUTE

makes it a misdemeanor punishable
by a fine up to $30 for the owner to
allow his dogs to run at large in the
country.
This waste land, while entirely suitable for sheep raising, was not well
adapted to cattle, for the reason that
winter feed in those districts was too
high to make the wintering of beef
cattle profitable. All that, stood In
the way of a profitable sheep industry
was dogs, which were kept in large
numbers in the shanty settlements.
These dogs, which were rarely fed
at home, lived on the young game during the spring and summer and preyed on the sheep whenever they were
not watched, and especially In winter.
The old dog license law merely
meant that a dog was commonly $2
a year hungrier for sheep. The gen
eral law permitted a sheep owner
whose flock had been ravaged to sue
the owner of the dog, but commonly
the owner owned nothing but dogs and
the sheep farmer could not recover,
Moreover, if the sheep owner shot a
stray dog on his premises, the owner
of the dog could sue the farmer for
damages. The farmers of Virginia
grew tired of having their waste land
idle and finally Induced the legisla
ture to pass the accompanying dog
law. This law, when adopted by a
county, makes it a misdemeanor for
the owner of a dog to allow that dog
off his own property unless he is with
the dog. In the case of incorporated
villages and towns the law permits
the licensing of dogs, but makes it
a misdemeanor for them to be alone
outside of the incorporated limits.
The indirect effect of this law is to
allow any farmer to shoot a lone dog
on his property. The owner of the
dog, before he can bring suit for damages for the killing of the dog, neces
Roswell.
sarily must establish proof that the
Keep your Lfver .Active During the dog was at large and thus subject
himself to a fine tip to $50.
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Although the law was passed very
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
a number of counties have
recently,
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley signified their intention of making it
Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and a county rule, and In these counties
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham, owners of waste land are already mak
to establish flocks of
Wimberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca- ing preparation
sheep.
thartic Tablets are the best laxative
The text of the law is as follows
I ever used.
They take the place of To Prohibit the
Running at Large of
calomel." Wholesome,
stirring and Dogs, and to Provide
a Penalty for
No
A
comfort to
cleansing.
griping.
the Violation Thereof.
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Be it enacted by the general assem
Cros3 Drug Co. Adv.
bly of Virginia, that it shall be the
duty of every person owning or hav
GIVES UP BEVERIDGE
in charge any dog or dogs, to at
Santa Fe, Sept. li Judge E. C. Ab- ing
all times confine such dog or dogs to
bott this forenoon granted final dethe limits of his own premises or the
cree in the divorce case of Crs. Robon which such, dog or dogs
ert Beveridge of .Madrid, southern premises
is, or are, regularly kept; provided.
Santa Fe county, vs. Robert Beverthat nothing in this act shall be conidge, the cause being abondonment
strued to prevent the owner of any
dog or dogs, or other iperson or perPACKING PLANT BURNS
sons having such dog or dogs in his
1.
The main or
Tacoma, Wash., Sept.
their charge, from allowing such
plant of the Carsten's . Packing comor dogs td accompany such owner
dog
pany was destroyed by fire early today or other
person or persons elsewhere
entaling a loss of $700,000 to $1,000,- - than on the
premises on which such
000. Hundreds of head of cattle, sheep
or dogs is, or are, regularly kept.
and- hogs were run out of the pens, and dog
this act shall
It is believed all the animals
were beAny person violating
deemed guilty or a misdemeanor
saved.
and shall he fined not less than two
f
nor more than $50,
of such
sea fine to be
payable to the officer or
other person furnishing the evidence
upon which such owner or other person-having
such dog or dogs in his
charge is convicted of such violation.
This act shall not apply to the running at large of any dog or dogs withARE
in the corporate limits of any city or
town in this state that require a license tag to be kept on dogs. But
this act shall not apply in any county in this state until the same has
been adopted by the board of supervisors of such county.
J

prominent resident of Roswell. Dr.
Fisher has written to Robert J. Tau-Ipeof. the San. Miguel county road
commission after a trip by auto over
the new road, commending the highway and declaring that It will be en-ttly ready for constant use as soon
as a few more Btunips are removed
from the section lying within this county. The road Is 68 miles shorter than
any other route to Roswell. Dr. Fisher's speedometer measured 183 miles,
but his machine was equipped with
large tires, which would make the registry Inaccurate. He estimates the
actual distance as about 190 miles.
Dr. Fisher's figures are as follows:
He and Mr. Taupert would be glad
If other tourists would verify them
when they have occasion to use the
road:
Las Vegas; Tecolote river, 11 miles;
Bernal, 17 miles; Villanueva, 50
miles; Palma, .73 miles; Encino, 81
miles; Vaughn, 89 miles; Roswell, 183
miles.
In using the new road take the fol
lowing route:
Santa Fe highway to Bernal, pass
ins through the town and crossing the
Santa Fe railway tracks; follow the
cenvict road of 1911 to Villanueva and
cross the river Pecos on the new 1913
bridge; pass through the Canon Blanco
country to Palma; Palma to Encino;
Encino to Vaughn and Roswell. From
Palma onward the road is the regular
Santa
highway.
The San Miguel county road com
mission has a man engaged in superintending the clearing of the road ot
stumps. South of the San Miguel county line the road is In good shape. The
entire route passes through country
belter adapted to the building of roads
than that of any other highway to
it

'

to 1 cent net
close was unsettled,
lower.
Corn swayed with wheat. After a
to V4 cent down,
start that was
went
somewhat
higher than the
prices
previous close. The close was nervous, V, to H cent under last night.
The continuance of export demand
put strength into oats.
Provisions sagged, notwithstanding
an advance in the hogh market. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Sept, 1.10; Dec. 114; May

121.

Corn, Dec. 72 '8 May 74.
Dec.
May
Pork, Sept. $20; Jan. $22.72.
Lard, Sept. $10.15; Jan. $10.87.
Ribs, Sept. $12.60; Jan. $11.67.

time

requires,
first a good time
piece, second it
must be in good
running order. .
BOTH

At

'8
606 Douglas Ave.

CITY LIVE STOCK

pigs

YGU

First Class Time, pieces
First Class Repairing

re
Kansas City, Sept. 1. Hogs,
ceipts 7,000. Market higher: ..Bulk
$3.109.35; heavy $9. 209. 40;, pack
ers and butchers $9.159.42; lights

$9.109.35;

OFFER

WE

54.

51;

KANSAS

To have correct

Out of Town Work Solicited

$88.75.

Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market stea-d;- .
Prime fed steers $9. 75 10. 50;
dressed heef steers $89.60; western
steers $6.357.50; cows $4.257.25; brought here until further disorders
heifers $69.50; stockers and feeders are threatened.
$C8.25; bulls $3.256.75; calves
$6.5010.50.
Militia for Butte
Helena, Mont., Sept. 1. Ten comSheep, receipts 13,000. Market steayearlings panies of the National Guard of Mondy. Lambs $6.507.40;
wethers
?F..F06.25;
$5.255.40; tana left here at 1:15 o'clock this afewes $4. 50 5. 15.
ternoon aboard an armored train for
Tutte, two machine gun platoons
accompanied the two battalions. Major
D. J. Donohue of Glendive is in comIN
PREVAILS
QUIET
mand.
Governor Stewart delivered sealed
BOTTFj fflNES CLOSE orders to the commander just before
the train departed.
OPERATIONS OF NEW UNION ARE
MILITIA
PEACEABLE;
NOT CALLED

Butte, Mont., Sept. 1. The Original
nd Cagnon mines, employing about
700 men, were closed this morning
after they had been visited by a committee of the new mine workers'
union as the day shifts were going
down. The committee inspected the
cars of the miners and when the
whistle blew it was found that about
100 men of the day shift had failed
to report. The foreman thereupon
decided to close the mines for 24

htmrs.

There was no disorder at the mines,
and it was announced by the committee of the mine workers that there will
be no more deportations. All the men
who appeared for work held cards
in the new mine workers' Union.
The town was quiet last night. It is
understood the militia will not be

--

ARMY MEN

y

It is said that the Athletics have
lost gobs of money this season and
that the only chance they have to
break even is to share in the world's
series mazuma.

jPi

i

one-hal-

STANDARD
PATTERNS

ALWAYS

Stsiti 3,

v

i, oars,

POPULAR

fSM

Sold at
McLOUGHLIN LOSES TITLE
Newport, Sept, 1. R. Norris Wil

W. T. Greene, Hopklnton, N. II., 1 THE GOLCEN RULE STORE 1
liams III of Philadelphia and Harvard,
viites the following letter, which wiU
won the national lawn tennis cham
interest every one who has kidney fj
Also
.
pionship in singles from Maurice E.
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
the
McLoughlin of San Francisco,
hfd been afflicted with a very stub-lorTHE DLS13NER
In
title
sets
The
holder,
today.
trouble.
straight
Kidney
Foley
kidney
.
tcores were
Pills 'done more to complete her re
And The
tahas
medicine
she
than
any
covery
HOLD PEACE CONFERENCE
ken and I feel It my duty to recomSTANBARrjASiilON B01K
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 1. Generals
mend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Villa and Obregon arrived here today
Cross Drug Co. Ad.
from the Sonora peace conference. It
Las Vegas' Busiest Store
was announced that they would proWith only one player.Connely, hit
ceed directly to Durango, where anting in the 300 circle, the Braves
other state revolution has been begun
have gone right ahead tearing through
. SC. P
rirf"f..
i
by the Arrieta, brothers.
everything In the ational league.

,

AUTUMN STYLES NOW SHOWN

Sec ilw few Arrivals in

n

SHOES,

SILKS, HATS, DRESSES, COATS, C4PESJ
SKIRTS, PETTICOATS, COSSETS, PIECE GOODS,
AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.

10-S-

--

h

r

m

it.li

store of Quality",,
a ,??w Aran
The

E.LasVegas

i

RESTRICTED
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 1. It was
reported at Fort George Wright
today that orders had been issued
prohibiting men at the army post from
leaving the reservation. The sanitary
and hospital corps made ready for instant departure. Captain Jordan, In
command of the fort, refused to discuss any matters in connection, with
tLe army post.
Two detective agencies here announced that they had sent 130 detectives to Butte at the request of
the mine owners, and that additional
operatives were being recruited on
the coast. All men who left here last
night and today were armed.

N.HZ
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w

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,
of the Normal University. Mr. Zings
ha? a tig opportunity at El Rito, and

PERSONALS

!

hit--

friends predict he will make the
Tco fcKDAT b RESULTS
best of it by making the Spanish-AmericaNormal what its name Imschool has not yet entered
The
plies.
In
the
A. C. Heffner of Denver is
American League
irlo
field of Its work, and
the
larger
a
short
for
stay.
city
New
R. H. E.
At
York
Mr.
it
is
under
believed
that
ZIngg's
P. E. Clarke, an Albuquerque busi'
9 18 2
Detroit
ness man, came to Las Vegas yester- presidency it will grow and develop.
6 16 3
S. Nahm and George Morrison left New York
day to remain a few days.
Batteries:
Dauss
to
and
on
a
this
Cole,
Stanage;
surveying
trip
morning
W. J." Lacey Is here from his home
ranches in the can- Brown, Keating, Pieh and Sweeney.
the Stern-Nahin Dallas, Texas, on business.
Second Game
R. H. E.
M. H. Martr and John H. Howry, yon.
2
7 0
Dr. Leon Dow, government sheep Detroit
,
both, Denver business men, stopped
New York
3 7 1
inhave
moved
and
family
Inspector,
over In Las Vegas for a short time
Batteries: Oldham and Baker, Mo- to a house at the corner of Third
yesterday.
Fisher and Nunamaker.
Kee;
streets.
and
Washington
M. J. Senton, a traveling man from
lecwho
Kruse
Ida
Mrs.
McFarlane,
Omaha called on the trade today.
At Philadelphia
R. H.E.
J. C. Klrcher of Albuquerque is in tured before the summer school of Cleveland
3 10 2
has
who
and
Normal
the
University,
the city to spend a short time. ,
9 12 1
In
Philadelphia
been
engaged
preparing
H. N. Northrup of M. Greenburger's recently
Batteries:
and
Dr. prank H. II. RobCoumbe,
a
with
Dillinger
bulletin
store, who has been on a vacation
iand Schang, MC-O'Neill;
on
current
erts
Pennc(:k
literature,
important
to
for the past two weeks, returned
left last night on train No. 2 for Den- Avoy.
bis duties this morning.
resume her duties
Mrs. H. N. Northrup and her sons ver where she will
At Washington
R,H.E.
left yesterday for J3hoemaker, where at. Denver university, of which she
3 7 3
Washington
is a professor.
she has been elected to the faculty '
4
9 1
Chicago
T.
Antonio
atf
operator for
Sena,
of the- - public' schools.
Batteries: Johnson, Shaw and Wil
to
who
The
was
called
Denver
Optic,
Mr ..and Mrs. Frank Swain and
a few days ago on account of the liams, Henry; Wolfgang and Schalk.
daughter, Miss Marie, and Ruth
of 'Amoreta, Okla., are in the serious illness of his wife, then in that
R. H. E.
At Boston
city, returned to Las Vegas last night,
city visiting Mrs. C. L. Holcomb.
4
6 0
Boston
Mrs.
and
Sena
daughter
B. Johnson and R. H. Coombs of bringing
1
6 2
St. Louis
him.
condition
is
with
Her
slightly
San Francisco come to the city on
and
Batteries:
Foster
Thomas,
improved.
business last night.
James, Brickley and Agnew.
Miss Carrie Herber, who came in
R. R. E.
Second Game
a
frtm the north yesterday after visit
6
3 12
Boston
an ong friends, left last night for her
!!
1
8
St. Louis
home in Cleveland.
Batteries: Wood and Cady; Hamil
Julius Krause left last night for
ton and Agnew.
Mcra where he expects to remain.
S. A. Taylor of Nairn, N. M., is regNational League
istered at one of the local hotels:.
R". H. E
At Cincinnati
Miss RoBe Kellogg, who has bee'i
4
6 0
Chicago .
chosen by the regents of the New
2 5 5
Cincinnati
Mexico Normal ,'University as assistBatteries: ,r Cheney and Archer;
ant teacher of domestic science, reDouglas and Gonzales.
turned to the city last night after a
PLAY
REFUSE TO
month's vacation among friends and MAROONS
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
SCHEDULED
GAME IN
relatives at Roswell.
1
7 1
New York;
SUNDAY
John L. Tooker, the photographer,
12 0
..1
Pittsburgh
is spending a short vacation at HarBatteries:
Demeree and Meyers;
vey's upper ranch. During his abAil summer long a few of the real Harmon and Coleman, Kafora.
sence, his daughters are looking after live ones In this
burg have succeeded
his photograph gallery.
in keeping at least a modicum of aniFederal League
O. C. Zingg, recently chosen head
R. H. E.
mation in the anemic torso of base- v At Chicago
of the Spanish-AmericaNormal school ball here.
3 8 2
It has required all the St. Louis
at El Rito, left for that place yes- skill at
4
9 1
.
maneuvering possessed by the Chicago
terday to begin his work. Mr. Zingg aforesaid live ones, and has meant
Batteries: Willett and Chapman;
has been connected with the faculty more hard work than the
promoters Johnson and Wilson .
of the New Mexico Normal University even are
R. It E.
Second Game
to
acknowledge.
willing
here for the past four years. His
0 2 2
All of which would pass without St. Louis
work here was quite successful and he comment if the labors of those who Chicago 1
6 0
was, popular with tho townspeople, have striven so hard had been crownBatteries:
Keupper and Simon;
as well as with the teachers and pupils
ed with even a small measure of suc- Hendrix and Wilson.
cess, and their efforts had met with
R. H. E.
At Buffalo
the support of the community at large
1 7 2
to which they were properly entitled. Buffalo
4
9 3
l
They whipped the team into pretty Brooklyn
and
Anderson
Batteries:
Levine;
and
their
good shape
indefatigable
by
efforts made it possible for the Ma- Finnneran and Land.
roons to win four out of their seven,
R.H.E.
At Pittsburgh
games. They have striven conscien7 12 4
Baltimore
tiously to give the city clean baseball,
1
8
1
and the absence of rowdyism from the Pittsburgh
Came
Batteries:
and
Russell;
inQulnn
sames has been solely due to the
fluence of the managers of the team. nitz and Roberts.
Now come the players themselves,
Western League
For Fall and Winter should be
in an attack of indifference and apathy
R. H. Ei
At Sioux City
and say they do not care to go to Alordered now.
1
-- 8 11
Sioux
City
buquerque next Sunday for the sched3 8 1
Wichita
case
a
uled
there.
is
It
similar,
game
We have a complete line of
Batteries: Woodburn and Murphy;
at least in one respect, to the last
'
and Jones.
Clemons
in
camel's
straw
broke
the
that
back,
and domestic suitings, comthat the backbone of the sport In
At Des Moines
R.H.E.
Las Vegas is split wide open, and it
prising all the latest weaves, and
2
8 1
is doubtful if any amount of saline Lincoln
4 10 2
Moines
at right prices.
Des
or coaching line solution injected into
Morse and Blackburn;
Batteries:
the corpse can ever revivify it.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
Shaw.
and
Duffy
This is in farewell not lingering
or tearful, but hurried, as if in shame
receive special care.
that the very players themselves
ROAD
should go on record as preferring to SANTA FE-TAquit without cause than to fight even
against odds.
WILL BE IMPROVED

nvi

1, 1914.

IRVING OGDEN NAMED

1

'
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ROY EDITOR IS DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR STATE
LEGISLATURE

AMBITIONS IS
GONE

ALBU-QUERQU- E

YOUR
SUIT

for-eig- n

You Will Find

PI

II

Santa Fe, Sept. h Tomorrow Carl
Teeter, foreman, with 12 teams and
15 men will begin work on the Santa
road, at the highest point on
the Tesuque divide, thence working
toward Tesuque to cut down grades.
The county of Santa Fe ha3 placed
at the disposal of State Engineer
French $3,000 for that purpose. Mr.
Teeter's road gang has just finished
building the piers for the bridge over
the Mora at Watrous.
Engineer H. K. Morgans today left
for Raton to locate a new piece of
road on El Camino Real over Raton
pass to replace that stretch washed
out this spring by heavy rains. The
new location will avoid heavy wash
outs.
Fe-Ta-

I

the best in all

SEASONS

$

ADVERTISED LETTERS
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending August 29th, 1914.
Apadoca, L.
Archuleta, Mrs. Baclllia.
Bolden, Miss Inez.
n
Fletcher, Mr. Arthur w.
Maes, Mr. Gernimlo.
Maldonodo', Juan.
Smith, Herman.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
E, V. LONG, Postmaster.

First: Will my money be safe?
;
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
,r . .
With ample capital and surplus,5 conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety

at

of the
Roy, and Jesus

Pacheco, a resident of Gudalupita,
were nominated as democratic candidates for the state legislature, representing Mora county at he county
convention " held yesterday in Mora,.
Accompanied by M. M. Baker, Prof.
J. E. Russell and Attorney J. E. Lusk.
all of Roy, Mr. Ogden was here this
morning on his way home. The party
made the' journey to and from Mora
by automobile. Mr. Ogden said the
convention was harmonious.

and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

Peoples Bank

&

Trust Company

Capital and Surplus $125,000.00

FIERCE BATTLE IS
FOUGHT IN BUDUA

TROOPS
(Continued from Page One

A dispatch to the

1.

London, Sept.
Exchange Telegraph company from
CeUinje states that the Austrians, sup
ported by the Cattaro battery, and
their big fleet, on Sunday
Mount Lovchen and Budua. The Montenegrins' position was being seriously
damaged when the English and French
fleet appeared, silenced the batteries
and forced the Austrian ships to beat
'
'
a 'hasty retreati
The Montenegrins, under Prince
Peter, immediately began a counter-a- t
tack on the Austrian forces and repulsed them. They killed 450 men and
look many prisoners, including several officers. Two pieces of artillery
also were captured.
.

o

VETERANS ARE HAPPY
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 1. While vet
erans of the civil war and their wives

enjoyed themselves on the water today, hundreds of thousands of flags
and banners snapped and fluttered ovnaer Detroit Since the
tional encampment of the Grand Army
of the Republic began last Saturday,
the city has been the scene of patriot- is demonstrations without number.
forty-eight-

h

MISSING CRUISER SEEN
Honolulu, Sept. 1. The German
cruiser Nurnburg, whose whereabouts
has been a mystery since she left here
early last month, appeared off this
pert early today. Inasmuch as the
time limit of three months imposed by
the neutrality regulations has not ex
pired, she cannot again coal here
she can show that in the meantime she has touched at a German
port.
un-les- n

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas poatofflce
S
a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a..,m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
tor one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
119 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
--
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the "Miraculous Draught of Fishes"
was destroyed. It hung in the church
of Notre Dame. The correspondent
A STORY TO RELATE declares that the General general.
Prince von Buelow, who was wounded
in the battle of Haelen, has died.
FACETIOUS
FORMER
SENATOR
Various places in Belgiuh now occuRODE IN A CATTLE CAR
pied by the Germans, according to thla
IN FRANCE
same authority, have been posted with
placards announcing that the Germans
Philadelphia, Sept 1. The American now consider Belgium a German
liner Mertode, flying the British flag,
arrived here today from Liverpool
with 208 cabin and 240 steerage pas
sengers. Dr. Daniel Longaker of CAEEINALS LOCKED
IN
Philadelphia, one of the passengers,
confirmed the cable story that Onaun-ce- y
A SECRET CONCLAVE
M. Depew of New York rode In
a cattle car la France. Dr. Longaker
was a passenger in the same car, he
said. Mr. Depew sat on a keg part WILL NOT BE RELEASED UNTIL
of the time and also sat in an open
NEW POPE HAS BEE
ELECTED
doorway with hl3 foot hanging out in
a pouring rain.
Officers of the ship said It did not
Rome, Sept. 1. The doors of the
appear to them that there was a great conclave behind which the college of
rush from Europe, as there was lots cardinals pathered last night to elect
of room for more passengers at the a successor to the late Pope Pius X
vi-rstill r'cseJ '.Is morning. Not
regular rate of fare.
.1.11 a new tope has been chosen will
they be opened, or any news of the
result of the proceedings be given
BELGIUM CONSIDERED
out. Behind the portals the cardinals,
last night prayed for inspiration to
A
them to choose a pope who
GERMANJROVINCE enable
would fulfill the requirements of his
high office, both from the standpoint
THE KAISER EVIDENTLY INTENDS of the church and that of humanity.
TO RETAIN CONQUERED
Owing to a persistent rain there
TERRITORY
were few people this morning in the
square outside St Peters. The streets
Londonfl pept. 1. la a dispatch In this vicinity are patrolled by police,
from Amsterdam, a correspondent of and detachments of troops are
kept in
the Central News says that during readiness for
any disorder, but there
the German bombardment of Malines is no thought that
they will be rethe painting by Rubens, representing quired to exercise
authority!.

CIIAUNCEV

THREE MILLION

MONTENEGRINS ENGAGE IN FIGHT
WITH THE AUSTRIAN;
FORCES

CHAS. LEWIS

The Brooklyn Superbas are up
against it in the loss of Shortstop
O'Mara, who will be out of the game FOREMAN AND TEAMS BEGIN
WORK UPON BADLY KEPT
the rest of the season because of a
THOROUGHFARE
broken leg.

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

Irving Ogden, Sr., editor
Spanish-America- n

Hol-com- b

BASE BALLTEAM S

Three Points

TO RUN FOH UFFICE

n

TAILOR

SEPTEMBER

known
before. Three
Russian army corps were annihilated. Seventy thousand prisoners were
taken, including two commanding
generals, 300 officers and the complete artillery of the Russian army.
"In the west General Von Kluk,
it is reported, against the French
to
attempt, a1 advanced
flanking
Conbles" (Here part of the message
could not be clearly deciphered)
"General von Buelow
completely
defeated a superior French force near
St. Quentin, after having captured
an Englrsh battalion.
"A battalion under General von
Havsen forced back the French on
the river at Relhel.
"The Duke of Wurtemburg crossed
the Meuse river, also advancing on
Alsine. The crown prince advanced
beyond the Meuse after capturing the
entire garrison of Monnedy, which
tried to sortie. The fortress also was
captured. The crown prince of Bavaria and General von Heeringen
have been in continuous battle in
French Lorraine.
"Today, Sedan day, was celebrated
here with Jubilation because of the
victory news which arrived from the
east and west last eight. The Russian
defeat at Orteisburg recalls Sedan
by the huge number of prisoners
taken.
s "The Brazilian military attache at
p.erlin writes that the German victory
did not come as a surprise to those
who witnessed their maneuvers in
peace and declare that the effect of
the Krupp heavy artillery is astonishing.
at
"The Times correspondent
Amiens reports that the Germans
came over us like a flood raised by
a storm.
"During the first month of the
war more than 2,000,000 German volunteers came forward.
"The chief officer of the German
sanitary department declared there
are many proofs that the English and
cartridg
French are using dum-du-
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"The state of health of the German
army is good, noted hyglenists ac
companying the army, say."

TO NATIVE COUNTRY

PEACE FOR MEXICO
A

TRAIN

OF

RESERVES
PASSES THROUGH LAS
VEGAS TODAY
LOAD

Last night when train No. 8 pulled
into the station it was found that
aboard were French reserves occupying., .five .chair cars and one sleeper
and numbering 167, bound from San
Francisco to the home land, in answer
to the call to war. All but five have
seen military service before, and
though living in this country have
ever been at the beck of the land of
their birth. Among the five is Pro
fessor Adoiphe T), de Villers, teacher
of French and German, at the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley.
Among others are Andre Ferrier, director and founder of the Theater
de San
Francais
Francisco, and
Charles Gassion, a French actor.
It Is not expected that the party
will experience any difficulty in leav
ing this country as they will embark
as private citizens, without arms or
equipment. M. Gassion, enswr.ed behind a bottle of cognac, expressed
himself as undismayed at the rapid
German advance toward the French
capital. He contended that the occupation is only temporary and that the
ultimate plan of throwing the armies
of England and Russia in the rear of
the hordes of the kaiser is bound to
bring about the overthrow of his
troops.
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MR. SILLIMAN DESCRIBES RIOTING
INl THE CAPITAL
OF THE

It will be

REPUBLIC

Vera Cruz, Sept 1. John R. Silli- man, of the American consular serv
ice, who recently has been in confer
ence with General Carranza as the
personal agent of President Wilson,
came here today from Mexico City.
He expressed himself as hopeful of the
final success of the new constitutional
government, but he is doubtful of ear-ypeace throughout the republic. He
declares that no fe.rer than 167 policemen were killed in the recent noting in Mexico City, following the entrance of the constitutionalist forces.
1

EXPLORERS

ARE

KILLED

Washington, Sept I. The revenue
cutter Bear reported at Nome today
short of coal, prvisions and water
after an unsuccessful attempt to take
n
the marooned members of the
The
island.
off
Wrangell
party
Bear got within 20 miles of the Island
on August 21 and after a
fight
with storms, snow and heavy seas.
turned back. She will make another
attempt The shipwrecked crew of
the schooner Transit was brought in.
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GROUND FLOOR
The underworld in New rort is
vlded Into two great classes. First,
those who get caught; second, those
rho don't. The police department,
finding It Impossible to keep an eye od
verybody all the time, had come to
the conclusion that Britches Bellman
belonged to the latter class. In their
feearts they knew that Britches was up
jto many things; but when they came
to sift even one of these things to the
bottom Invariably they found them
(selves woefully weak when it came to
tovldence.

"Evidence." snorted Britches; "1
got no use for it. I don't want
with
pone of it around me. To

ttin't

vldence."
clti-teNow, Britches Bellman, being a
of the underworld, had come to the
conclusion that for a part of the time,
at least, such a citizen ought to resldi
underneath the ground. He got this
Idea one day when he was passing the
County National bank. In front of the
County National bank was a ditch.
rhls ditch Is called the subway.
"Gee!" said Britches Bellman,
knocking himself on the side of the
head. "Get down in that hole, Just
fwhere you belong."
Now, if Britches hadn't been an extraordinary kind of a man, he never
could have pulled off the little scheme
that filled his head. But he was any
thing and everything, from an A-- l con
nan down to the lowest kind of a

In a hleh bat and
frock coat he was superb; In a busi
ness suit he was all matter of fact; in
& slouch hat be could scare the wits
out of a belated rich old party by Just
looking at him
One day a genteel-lookinpersonage
called at the office of the subway contractors and announced that the County National bank (which, by the way,
"was backed by the Democratic boss)
had concluded to strengthen Its underpinning Just a bit. He produced a letter apparently on the letter head of
the bank, signed apparently by Us
president He was courteouely received, as, of course, any representative of the boss' bank would have to
be, and he left bearing with him the
written direction of the contractor to
the section foreman to permit the
workmen of the County bank to make
.
uny necessary excavation In the
This genteel-lookinpersonage.
It cannot be denied, looked extremely
A day
like Mr. Britches Bellman.
Ir.ter a rough, honest-lookinworkman,
y paring a union button and dressed in
1
overalls, handed the letter
the section foreman, together with
i other letter from the bank, stated
Hunlly that he and Sam Parks had
i own each other all their respective
I ves, borrowed a chew of tobacco, and
started in to work
The work he was about to do he had
all planned out on a sheet of rough
drafting paper. It was to cut a square
hole four by four from the subway in
to the foundation of the bank.
"The bank," he said to the foreman,
"ain't so much afraid of going as It
Is of fullin' down. Its pins Is weak,
or somethln'."
In five hours the genial Mr. Bellman
had made himself the most popular
man in the ditch. He talked to everybody, sympathized with everybody,
Jollied everybody.
He was a good workman and he understood his business. But he insisted upon one thing. Every night,
when he left his Job, he carefully covered up the mouth of the hole he was
making with a pile of dirt.
"Some fellow," he explained to the
foreman, "might take a notion to finish up my Job some night and go clean
through the bank, outside and in."
The foreman expectorated.
"Gee!" said the foreman, "that's so.
I never thought of it." He scratched
Ills head and grinned.
"I s'pose," he added, "that I might
take a hack at it myself some night
AVhat d'ye think?"
Britches Bellman, honest workman,
shook his head. "If you talk that
way," he said, smiling, "I'll have to set
s
man on top of you. 1
n
got to take care of that there bank,
and no mistake." He caught the other
by the arm. "Say," went on Britches
Bellman, "It's a blamed good thing you
chaps down here are honest. If you
weren't say, think of the whole lot of
banks here on Kroadway you could
tap the whole lot, almost, and nobody
wouldn't know the difference, not until," he added, "not until they found
out."
"And when they found out?" suggested the foreman.- "There'd be a hot time," returned
r.rltchrs. He scratched his head again.
he went on, "that
"Now,
ra.ise3 a very nice, delicate. Important
question in my mind. It secu:s to hip
that I'll have to get the bank to put a
bight watchman down here to set In
front of that there hole. It wont do
l
Xo have any
rats
in' there when I'm away. I naturally
gotter keep the bank protected, be
cauee because," he added, softly, tc
himself, "I'd like to know if some
chap got in ahead of me."
It so happened, therefore, that bj
permission of the section foreman a
burly night watchman came on an
liour after Britches left This night
watchman had a bushy beard. Other
wise he had the same proportions oi
Ir. Britches Bellman. "In course,'
he night watchman assured hiraselt
"the union wouldn't stand for mi
htronE-arme-

sub-way-

g

t-
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or a bridge party, much to the amazewho know her pUns
ment of Uk-nd(or the evening. Exchange.
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Trousers Factories Still Running.
A writer, alarmed by the spread of
feminism, wants to know If there are
my nien left In this country.
There must be a few left. Most of
the trousers factories are still running
..ii iu Baltimore Sun.

William

.
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workln' day and night so I gotter
And I gotter
plaster on the make-uIN
CHINA
PIGS
watch that hole to see she don't get CARRYING
hole gets
away from me. For when
away from a man especially a hole Chinese Tie Porker to Pole, Wrap It
In Straw and Carry It Bodily
like this one it ain't no easy Job to
Between Two Bearers.
get another."
Mr. Bellman had worked only a few
London. The philosophical Chinese
days and a few nights when he struck
learned that the hardest way
long
something with his spade that gave to ago
change a pig's location Is to drive
him Joy.
it. In a land where fences are un"If this ain't a vein of
low hedges separate
said
Mr.
Britches. "I'll wager known, where
ore,"
It's the underground part of the County bank's underpinnings; and If it's
that, why then it is a vein of gold."
1
.
"fi
irn
He was right It was a portion of
the hank's cellar wall. He hastily covered It up, hung around until the
whistle blew, then he left and, return
ing later in the evening, brought with
X
him a new set of sharp tools.
J,
morn"I'll get this Job finished by
ing," said this night watchman, "or
I'm a Dutchman."
V
MwW
He removed a layer of tar coating;
then a layer of cement Then he struck
the bricks.
"Now," he said to himself, "if she
ain't more than three feet thick I'll Chinese Method of Transporting Pigs.
have her through In no time. That's fields of
rice, a pig on freedom bent
what"
will do an Immense amount of dam
But that wall was a blank wall, and
when pursued at top speed by
It had been laid many, many years age
So a national cus
coolies.
shrieking
before, when there were no trade tom grew up of tying the pig to a
unlonB and no employers' associations,
covering it with wrappings of
and when cement and bricks were ce- pole,
straw and marsh grass and carrying
ment and bricks. When the first gray
To
bodily between two bearers.
streaks of dawn had appeared in the it
the pig makes no obthis
procedure
sky above the subway Britches had jection, and the movement of stock
not finished. But he Judged from the
goes on in peace and quietness.
sound that there was but one layer of Whether the
pig is to be taken from
bricks still to be removed.
one pen to another, or to market ten
"Tomorrow night," said Britches to miles away, no other method of transhimself, "tonight, I wean, why the portation, is thought of. Popular Metrlck'U be turned to a T. And no mis chanics.
take."
He took a day off and rested up. He
was made of flesh and blood and he PELT PASTOR WITH OLD EGGS
was tired. But that night he started
In, refreshed in mind and body. A Young Men of West Virginia Town
Jealous of Minister's Conquests
deep peace was upon him, for he knew
that In twenty minutes he would be
Among Women.
Inside the bank. And there was no
man In the whole world who underGrafton, W. Va. Rev. W. T. Elsey,
stood the inside of a bank as well as young bachelor pastor of one of the
Britches Bellman.
city's largest churches, was bomOne by one he loosed the bricks; he barded with aged eggs by Beveral
was right; it was the last layer. Little lcadine voune swains. They objected
He stuck to the preacher's monopolizing the at
by little the hole widened.
his head inside. It was dark as pitch. tentions of all the pretty and eligible
He was prepared for this; prepared young women in the city. Mr. Elsey
has been lionized by the girls of the
with a
"Now," he finally explained, a huge town, and the voune gallants decided
it
Joy possessing him, "now, here I am." to check the hero worship before
The hole was Just wide enough to had cone too far.
Several of them organized and laid
admit his body, and he pulled himself
wait for the minister as he came
in
to
down
and
carefully through
dropped
trnm thn hnmn of a voune woman.
.
the inside floor.
was pelted
"Ho, ho!" exclaimed Mr. Britches Before he had gone far he
Bellman, softly, "this Is nuts, for fair." with eggs. Calling on the police for
lie didn't want to show a light. So nrotection. he finallv escaDed. Dalies-maWilliam Bainbridge, Percy
he groped his way carefully about
and Caryl Hamilton were arrestacross what seemed to be a little
room. It was, as he supposed, a coal ed and held to await the action of
cellar. He crossed It, and the boiler the grand Jury. The arrests of other
room; picked a lock and entered still young men are expected.
another room. In this room he walked
Seeks His Old Sweetheart.
into a wall and stepped back suddenly
New York. John Robertson, eighty- As he did so his heel trod upon some
five, sailed for Scotland in search of
thing soft. Suddenly the room
with a bright white light a sweetheart who Jilted htm about
Britches gasped and looked behind seventy years ago. His wife died a
him.
year ago. Robertson has not seen hla
'You stepped on my corn," growled boyhood sweetheart for 44 years, but
a voice in his ear. It was the voice has learned that she is still a spinster.
of a very big man. This bis mai.On a False Trail.
placed his hand upon Mr. Bellman's
shoulder. Then Bellman looked
It was Sunday and the
of him. Two other men wer
cop was Indignant as he burst into
looking on, smoking cigars.
The
the saloon.
wore blue uniforms and brass buttuiu-The"I Just saw a man leave here with
smiled on Britches Bellman.
a can under his coat labeled 'Coffee,' "
"Is ,this the gentleman," said one he said.
"RIght-o!- "
archly, "who has no use for evidence?
replied the bartender.
Bellman gasped again. "The bank
"Don't you "know that under section
said another, "has been
2147 of the penal code of the state
yo;
for two days; they wanted to stop you
of New York it is forbidden to sell
but we wanted you to go on, until
tea or coffee on Sunday? Aren't there
finished the the Job."
enough posters about it around
"Geo!" gasped Bellman, holding on
town?"
his wrists, "I I finished it. all right
"Sure I know," said the bartender.
"But he didn't have coffee In that can.
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.
Honest, mister, he didn't. He brought
BETTER TO PLAN THAN WOHfrt It In here empty and I sold him a
dime's worth of beer."
"A thousand apologies," murmured
Housewife Seems to Have Right :u.
the cop. "But we have to be very
cipie, if It Is Properly Concareful, you know. Crime is SO ramsidered.
pant." New York Press.
One or the cardinal principles or th
eiiicient housewife Is to concunruie KNEW LITTLE ABOUT POISONS
her thoughts on the work of the-- hour,
and not waste mental energy uu tin
of Drugs
Knowledge
innumerable tasks - which the day Shakespeare'sto Have
Been an ExAppears
Iiokli for her.
tremely Limited One.
Tuere is the story of the woman
who lamented: "Here's Monday ami
The poisons mentioned In Shakeall the washing's got to be done!
speare's works have been made the
the
Tuesday,
Ironing!
Wednesday,
subject of a study by Doctor Cartaz, the
the baking! Goodness! half the week's
eminent French physician. It appears
gone, and not a thing done yet!"
therefrom that the extensive medical
One efficient woman explained her
which Shakespeare is sup
activities by saying: "I always plan knowledge
to have possessed, and which
posed
I
never worry ahead." It
uLcad, bat
has been advanced by the Bacon thethe Is to give a dinner on Thursday, orists as a
proof In support of their
for instance, the menu is prepared
contention was no more extensive than
and the main ordering done on Tuesthat of Shakespeare's contemporaries
day. She Is fortunate In having a
butcher she can trust, so that her who, It further appears, labored under
remeats are ordered then for delivery tho same misapprehensions as he
the potency of certain philtres
Thursday. On Wednes'y she looks garding
over her linen, dishes
silver, and and poisons.
When, for Instance, the ghost of
has everything in readiness to set the
table the next afternoon. Early Hamlet's father says that Claudius
Thursday morning she is out, com- poured "the Juice of cursed hebenon
pleting ber ordering, and by noon (henbane) into the porches of his
everything is ready for the actual ears," It should be pointed out that
cooking. Directly after luncheon the this Juice could not possibly penetrate
table Is arranged, and then she rests the drum of the ear. But the belief In
for an hour or two. She has even the deadllness of poison thus introbeen kvwn to go to a club meeting duced into the system was so general
at the time that Ambrolse Pare was
p.
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accused of RilMi, lu this manner King
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
Francis I of France, although It Is
'
now certain that the king died of menSHORT ORDER1 AND REGULAR DINNER!
ingitis caused by Inflammation of the
GOOD! OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANBLKB
H
IMT
f
Internal ear.
Then, again, when Filar Laurence,
In "Romeo and Juliet," gives Juliet
the potion that "shall make the body
stiff, stark and cold, appear like
death," it can only have been, Doctor
Cartaz considers. Datura stramonium
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
A. F.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO.
(thorn apple), or mandragora root.
ii
102 Meets every Monday night In
The latter enjoyed, during the renaiscomA. M. Regular
sance, a great vogue, but experiments
munication first and O. R-- C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
have shown that the awakening from)
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
third Thursday
its effects Is accompanied by violent
welcome. J. C. Werta, president;
month.
VUlUni
each
nausea, so that Juliet would have met
T.
J.
in
Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
condibiuthers
cordially
in
from
a far
her lover
poetical
Treasurer.
B.
Van
H.
M
tion.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W.
in this relation, the RATE8 TOR CLASSIFIED ADVEP- - Petten, Secretary.
Moreover,
TISEMENTt
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, CO UN.
French physician points out, the dura
tion of sleep induced by narcotics j
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
NO.
2,
COMMANDERY,
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never approaches 42 hours.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Reg- - ;curth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
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J Pioneer
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All advertisements
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charged sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel. F. B.
From This It Will Be Seen That Mod- will be booked at space actually set
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
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AL
arouud nearly every night for four
first Monday In each
East Bound
weeks, took me to the theater only
S''f month at Masonic Temple
twice, and finally wound up by asking
Arrive
7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
at
Den
me If I would mind waiting five years.
7:41 a. ft
O. Biooa, secre- - No. I.... 7:20 p. m
H.
F.
P.;
tlrNf
No. 2 Sent me a long letter and
No. 4. ...11:64 p. m.... 11:61 r. n
.57 tary.
said if I wouldn't have him he would
No. I.... X:25 a. m.... l:SI a. ft
he
then
And
himself.
proposed
kill
after
to my dearest friend two days
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO No. II.,.. 1:35 p. m...., 1:04 B. ft
I turned blm down.
Witt Bound
4. Meets every Monday evening at
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN ft,
No. 3 Wanteo me to live on a farm
Arrive
Desart
their hall on Sixth stieet All visiting
after he had finished at Harvard.
brethren cordially Invited, to attend No. 1.... 1:10 p. m.... l:S6 .
which
'o. 4 Said he had a "plan"
:4I a. ft
J. Frledenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No. I.... 1:35 a. m....
If it matured would enable him to get
B ft
4:81
4:20
No.
m....
7..v.
p.
G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl
married, and in such a case he hoped
m.
B.
7:t
1:35
No.
V.
p.
him.
WerU,
I wouldn't forget
Treasurer; C
Hedgcock,
No. 5 Elderly widower who wore a WANTED A girl for general house Cemetery Trusted.
work. Apply 322 Grand Ave.
white bow tie and a frock coat. He
informed me, privately that he was a
B. p. o. ELK8 Meets second and
devil when he got started.
WANTED Reliable girl for general
fourth Tuesday evening of each
No. 6 Gave me a financial statehousework. 725 Sixth Street.
month Elka" borne on NinO street
ment of his affairs and asked me point
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
blank to be his wife.
No. 7
The one I took the only WANTED Experienced saleslady. Ap are cordially Invited. We H. Springply Hoffman and Graubarth, Bridge er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
one who didn't have to to ask me.
This
street.
a
Life
for
Popular
by
Compiled
Secretary.
Young Girl.
Silver
WANTED A good strong boy for KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
work in the warehouse. References
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Why Deplore Age In Humanity?
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
use
In nature, much as we rejoice in required. Browne & Manzanares Co. W. O. .W.
hall, Sixth street, on the
new births and tender adolescences,
first and third Mondays of each
EMPRESS
our deepest sentiment is reserved for WANTED TO BOARD Six
Normal
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
the things which impress us with their
students. 422 Washington.
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free
FLOUR
antiquity. We have woven about them
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
a phraseology all their own. We like
to talk about the hoary ocean; the WANTED jSIx or eight horse power Financier; Mrs, A. V. Morrow, Local
It
boiler in good condition. Apply to Deputy", 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
gray old rocks against which Its spray
giving you
is dashed; the mountains which still
the Optic.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
a
present for dostand where they 3tood when man
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
unifirst opened his eyes upon the
ing something
T
3
verse; the forest primeval; our prisL.
O.
O.
MOOSE
Meets second anfi
you a do uny
tine mother earth. These and a thouFOR
Two
RENT
eacb
light
fourth
to
housekeeping
familiar
evening
Thursday
other
sand
poetic figures
way when you
rooms. 414 Seventh Street
us from childhood show by the responmonth at W. O. V. hall. Visiting
learn how Much
sive echo they never fail to awaken
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
in our hearts, how ready mankind is FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
BetferEMPRESS
to treat plentltude of years as a
with sleeping porch. 915 Sixth
FLOUR realb a.
synonym for steadfastness, the one
stieet
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Made by GERquality which lies at the foundation of
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
all confidence ecd real respect. And
MAN PROCESS
furnished houuse Love at O. R, Q. hall, on the
when we find that among Inanimate FOR RENT
nice and clean. Investment and second and fourth
things old age, so far from being reTuesdays of
ONE COUPON FROM
Agency
pellent, exerts a positive attraction,
Corporation, phone Main, each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
40.
why are we so prone to deplore it as
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
FIVE
STAMPS
soon as it threatens to touch ourLocal Deputy.
Visltini
Montague,
BRINGS YOU THE
selves?
FOR RENT Nice front room with members are
especially welcome and
SPOON
IT 'S
board. 913 Lincoln Avenue.
Invited.
cordially
PKNUINE WM.
Changing Towns' Names.
ROGERS &
The individual may go under an
SONS' A k
alias at small expense, but the village FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
Midsummer Fire.
or town that wants to change its name
STANDARD
The old Midsummer Fire festival, of
must pay. Rugeley once wanted to be
SILVER
17 Eighth street
Druidical origin, is still celebrated on
called something else to dissociate it PIANO for rent
PLATE
the continent, but there is probably
self from a notorious murder. Slough
BEAUTIFUL
In
one
Great Britain where
has unsuccessfully tried to turn Itself
spot
only
FRENCH.
it is still observed, and that is
into Upton Royal. But the great tri1REY (STER
in
Milton
one
was
.he
of
of
that
Ayrshire.
umph
LING) FINISH!
For days before the festival the vilmany which disliked being called FOR SALE Cheap, furniture for a
lads collect materials for the
It acquired three room house;
lage
only used four great bonfire. The fuel is built
a privy council order that it should be months. 411
upon
EMPRESS
Eighth street.
an altar of turf, and a match is applied
henceforth "Milton-Regis.- "
But lndl
he ob
can
folk
solemnat
the
which
or
town you need not change
sunset, after
vidual
your name unless you have disgraced FOR SALE Lady's phaeton and stan. ly march around the blaze and the
tained in this city frora 1
It. Your name need never disgrace
hope in good order. See them at daring youngsters vie with one another In dashing through the flames.
you. London Chronicle.
Cooley's barn.
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ALL GROCERS

Vo ptove his statement the Insurance man turned to the ecords of 18 FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100
head good stock cattle, 10 head of
ere mortpersons whose policies
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las Vegaged. Out of these 12 hart been secured in the spring of one year or
gas, New Mexico.
other.
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It Must Have Been Difficult.
A man was brought before the court
upon the complaint of his wife, says FOUND Bunch of keys. Owner may
have same by calling at The Optic
the Berliner Illustrirte Zeltung. Whili
office and paying for this adlet.
the prisoner was testifying the judgf
made It clear that he Intended to b
harsh with him; so that his wife be
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
came frightened, and. when called tc
the stand, refused to give any testi
Osteopathic Physician
mony. In fact, she retracted all he!
Office Crockett Building
accusations.
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p.
"So your husband didn't strike you
Residence Phone Main 384
then?" said the judge. "Where die
you get that black' eye?"
MONUMENT CO
"I struck it accidentally on the man
telpieee."
Albuquerque, N. M.
"So! And that piece bitten out o:
215 E. Central
your ear he didn't do that, either?'
13 Years Practical Experience.
"No, no, your honor. I did that my S. A. JONES
W. T. BOWERS
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East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

erect posture and through the latter
Dsntttt
weak structures are . overworked,
Dental work of tny description ai
strong oue3 weakened from disuse, ormoderate prices
gans sag, intestinal and other tubes
kink, dependent veins overdistend and Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
toxins are generated.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
Gymnastics and other methods for
strengthening and toning the abdomen
The Yankees have landed a niftv
are recommended.
second baseman in Boone. TanT apPerhaps a little exercise on all fours
pears to he there four ways from the
would be helpful.
middle station.
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Should Go on All Fours. "
Medical men have found that much
of a man's structure Is better adapted
to a quadruped. Dr. S. Lewfs states
that probably at least half of our ill
nesses are due tb sedentary habits and
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Have you e. gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain your friends?
Have you eui item of interest?
Do you want
information
dvnce
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial
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Hve you property for sale?
Do you wnt work or help?
Hve you lost something?
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WIFE OF LAS VEGAS EDUCATOR
RESIGNS FROM SILVER CITY
SCHOOL
Today, Mrs. T. G. Rodgers filed with
Governor William C. McDonald her
resignation from the board of regents
of the New Mexico Normal school at
Filver City. When Professor Rodgers
a professor of the New Mexico
Normal University, Mrs. Rodgers felt
that she should resign from the board
a- -. Silver City.
Mrs. Rodgers has the
distinction of being the first woman
In New Mexico to serve upon a state
Voard. She was Instrumental in several important reforms In the educa

lame

tional system of the Normal school,
Inparticularly in the Introduction of
dustrial studies.
Mrs. Rodgers' experience as a teacb-e- r
in Roswell, Santa Fe and the Nor-ms- l
fnlversity at Las Vegas put her
in thorough touch with the educational
system In the state, and her experience
in the women's clubs led her to under
stand the demands of the public. The
puople of Las Vegas, although recognizing Mrs. Rodgers value to the other school andto the state, feel that
she has done wisely in presenting her
resignation.
She will be warmly welcomed into
the club life of' this city, where her
husband holds the position of professor of mathematics !n the Normal
I liiverslty and is also assistant dean.

last year.

Lots of Fine
Native Fruit

VIRGINIA

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

GRAPES

50c per Basket

PEARS

Aid Society will meet

PEACHES

CANTALOUPES
Rocky Ford and Native
WATERMELONS

The Ladies Aid Society of the East
Catholic church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 at the rec
tory.

p or

preservingor tabIe use at

very attractive

c

HOUSEKEEPER AND BAKER
agree that the success of
their baldng depends upon
the character of the flour
used. Poor flour, poor baking is a rule without excepThose women who
tion.
have had poor success with
their baking are Invited to
try a sack of Pure Quill
flour. There's a reason that
will show ip their baking.
Ask Your Grocer for Pure
Quill or Call Main 131

Las Vegas R.oller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUct Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital,I$100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

JOHN II. YORK

;."'

CITY SCHOOLS HAVE AN

The school census of East Las Vegas, which has just been completed, INCREASED ATTENDANCE
contains the names of 613 boys and
oS4 girls, between the ages of 5 and
DAY
ENROLLMENT OF OPENING
21 years.
SURPASSES THAT OF
LAST YEAR
The funeral of Mrs. Fiances E. Spear
was held this afternoon from the chaThe enrollment of pupils at the
re! of J. C. Johnsen and Son, at 3:30
o'clock, the Rev. E. C. Anderson of- public schools yesterday and up to
noon today is In excess of the opening
' '
ficiating.
days of last year, and it is thought by
The Dusy Bee Sewing club will Professor Byron J. Read, superintend
is
meet at the home of Mrs. Fred Cor-bt- ent, that when the registration
completed the number will make the
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
term a banner year. Already 145 students have enrolled at the Douglas
Charles Michael Purcell, infant son avenue school, and at the Castle
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Purcell, school 150 grade pupils and 58 high
their
died this morning at the home of the school pupils have entered
parents, 925 Eighth street Arrange- names, making a total cf 353.
Domestic science has been added
ments for the funeral will bo anto the curriculum, including cooking
nounced later.
for the girls in the High school and
licenses
were
Marriage
issued yes- sewing for the girls in the grammar
terday by the county clerk to Roma-nit- grades. The department will be in
Maes, aged 35 years, and Eduardo charge of Mrs. B. J. Head. The boys
will be given a complete course In
L. Dominsuez, aged 23
years; and
manual training.
M&ria Nieves Archibeque,
aged 14
At the Normal University a scene
years and Filadelfo Montoya, aged 18
oi
extraordinary activity is presented
yeurs.
today, and the offices of the dean and
Tax collections made by the county the president are besieged by pupils
in arranging courses.
tieusurer's
office
during
August lu.sily engase j
room undoubtedly is going to
amounted to $10,S17.60.
Of this Lack, of
amount ?1,18G.G2 apply on delinquent bt the cause of many students havta.ves for 1910 and prior years. $182.88 ing to be turned away. By morning an
enrollment that will tax the capacity
is for 1911, $5,820.61 is for
1912, and
of the institution will have been made.
?J..M)S.3 is for 1913.
a

The Ladies Aid Society of the First
Christian church will hold a bakery
si.le Saturday. It will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. Walter Hayward,
Vol Grand Avenue, for the purpose
of making arrangements.

PERILS OF PAULINE
AT BROWNE TONIGHT
TENTH EPISODE

IN

INTERESTING

Miss Madeline Kelley. who haB been
FILM STORY WILL BE
chief deputy in the office of the coun
SHOWN HERE
ty treasurer for some years, severed
h'-connection with the office today.
Tonight only nt the Browne theater
Miss Kelley intends to go to her home will
be shown the tenth episode in
in Mora for an indefinite rest
the interesting
continued story In
film, "The Perils of Pauline."
The county teachers' examinations,
Pauline has been' through so many
which were started last week, are all hairbreadth
escapes that Harry has
over and the 27 aspirants for peda- at last rebelled
against his position of
gogical preferment are awaiting with protector. Hs claims that
he should
the keenest interest the announcement be allowed to
arrange all future escaof the state Board of education as to
pades. Pauline consents and Harry
whe passed and who failed. The stata
plans to take Pauline with him to
board probably will not make its find- - see the work of some
smugglers. He
T.gB known for at least two weeks.
has cooked the plan up with some of
his friends to show Pauline something
Yesterday marked the close of th that will be near enough to the real
season at Camp Montezuma, the Y. M.
tning to impress her. However, Owen
C. A. resort in the upper Gallinas can- overhears the plan and immediately
yen.
By nlsht the tenta worn alt gets In touch with Hicks, who
goes to
struck, and the site, which has been the wharfs and picks up some of the
tbe scene of so much activity and fun hangers on.
They come to the house
all summer, looked like a deserted and ask
for Pauline. In spite of the
r
military camp. Secretary and Mrs.
apparent protests of Owen, Pauline
returned to the city during the Insists on
going away with them.
aflernoon, and Mrs. Lewis, who has They take her to a lonely deserted
presided over the department of gas- - Inn along the coast She discovers a
tionomical appeasement, is expected telephone on the wall and
having bein this evening.
come suspicious pf their intentions
tries to phone Harry, She only gets
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
the message started when her guard
Carriage out Saturday mnrnln? discovers her and tears the phone out.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
The men become alarmed and take
r

Le-Noi-

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Interest Paid on
At

ALBERTA

PEACHESTl"

j

HAVE PURCHASED CROP OF 1000
SAN JUAN COUNTY PEACHES.

BOXES

THROUGH UNCLE SAM AND HIS PARCEL
POST, I AM ENABLED TO SELL THEM
AT HARD TIME PRICES.

80 Cts Box for Cash
FIRST COME

Both Manager Stallings and Captain Evers of the Braves have turned
down several offers to syndicate a
weekly baseball article.

tt
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IME
WIS
THE CASH GROCEK
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SWEET CORN

Mutual Girl tonight only. Mutual
theater. Adv.
The ladies of the Baptist church
at the church
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30.

SWEET POTATOES

CONCORD

;

PEACHES,

1

pounds for 25c

Hotel

PEACHES, PEACHES,

Side

prices

FLOlR

FRESH TOMATOES
3

day.

27th series of Our Mutual Girt to
night only. Mutual theater. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE

15he

331.

Old Taylor SVhlsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Club breakfast every
Romaine. Adv.

ROCK

PLYMOUTH

attended and heartily enjoyed.

90c
per box
Pears per box
SI. 00
Cantaloupes per crate $1.50
5c
Cantaloupes each

ST.

for sale. Phne Main

her away to another place. Harry has
heard enough to give him an idea
that she has been removed. The
folpirates have left a trail which be
a
meets
boy
but
loses
it
lows. He
who has seen them pass and with the
fresh Information he locates her
brtson. Tbe men have taken her to
an old light house some distance from
the shore and have rowed away. liar-ry and the boy rush to the life saving
station but find that the life boat
crew have gone out on a call taking
They distheir boat with them
breeches
a
and
cover a rocket gun
the
to
top of
take
which
they
buoy
the cliffs. Loading the gun Harry
shoots a line to the lighthouse and
passes Pauline a cable and the life
buoy. She starts to come ashore but
is seen by the pirates who give pursuit Harry sees that they will over
take Pauline before he can pull her
ashore so he loads the gun ad tak
ing a desperate chance fires at their
boat His aim Is true and the sink
ofthe boat enables Pauline to
ing
get safely to shore.

CHICKENS For Frying

Cardl-nalsnal-

Fine-Peach-

--

PIANO

FANCY

Few pitchers have came to the front
as rapidly as Bill Doak of the
Last night at O. R. C. hall, the FraBill, who is one of the top
Brotherhood gave a pie social
ternal
nctchers in the national league, could
and informal dance, which was largely
not pitch pebbles Into the Mississippi

Another Lot of
es
Those

11 m'ptfiiif
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the Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

iiiib ueparanent

CHASE & SANBORN'S

I THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

c&s

greatly

Our sales during
August have been enormous.
The attached cut shows one
of our best patterns, a well
made bed, 2 in. continuous
pillars, Vernis Martin finish.
PRICE $3.50.

We are Sole Agents.
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SURVEY CF THE STATE
SHOWS REPUBLICAN

EARLY

E

WILL WIN
Dope, a more or less flexible term,
applied to many commodities from
pure food investigations to advance

certainties, and in the present "case
relating to the political outlook in this
state, indicates that Hernandez will
bo elected to congress by a majority
of at least 1,300. This, of course, may
be raised to a more substantial lead
but a survey of the state by counties
as they now seem to line up, affords
only this figure as a working basis.
While the republican candidate is assured of election by the figures they
aiso give a ciew 10 tne situation mso-far as it means a real ord fashioned
fight. No lead is ever so safe that
it is a cinch, and the Fergusson forces
are fully aware of the fact.
The one element that presents the
most baffling quandary is the railroad vote. It undoubtedly will go for
Williams for corporation commissioner en mass, and under certain conditions would be solid for the ticket
But unfortunately certain rumors have
been given currency by the democrats
which are said to have demonstrated
some influence among the men of the
shops and on the line, and whether
they can be drawn back when the bal
loon of insinuations Is pricked remains to be seen, though such is al
most certain to be the case. Shortly
a statement of the facts will issue
from headquarters, and Mr. Hernandez will declare hiniBflf on a mooted
question in which the railroad employes are vitally interested, which
undoubtedly will swing the bulk of
the vote for him. If such proves to
be the case, his majority will be In
creased by a comfortable 3,500, which
will sign, seal and deliver the passing
of Fergusson forever from the field
of possibilities1.
At this time the republican counties and the majority in each are as
follows: Bernalillo, 300; Colfax, 200;
Dona Ana, 100; Guadalupe, 100;
100; Mora, 250; Rio Arriba,
1,000; Sandoval, 300; San Miguel, 750;
Santa Fe, 450; Socorro, 200;; Taos,
S00; Torrance,, 200; Union,' 100; Valencia, 1,200; making a total of 5,500.
The democratic counties with their
majorities' are: Chaves, 750; Curry,
400; Eddy, 800;
Grant, 600; Luna,
300; Otero, 250; Quay, 500; Roosevelt
400; San Juan, 250 ; making a total

VJK1. ILFZLD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

Next to Bridge

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE

need-

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop .

mi ElfJD!

T LAY 8

We will furnish your home
complete today at prices so

low and on terms so easy
of payment that you will

not feel the outlay. Besides
your furniture will make
you money in the rent it
will save.

- SEE
J.

US TODAY -

C. JOHNSEN & SON""

'Complete

- Home

-

Furnishers."

of 4.250.

This shows a republican majority

of 1,300, but leaves two counties, Lin
coln and Sierra, out of consideration
as being questionable.
Lincoln has

a small republican lead under normal
conditions, and Sierra is usually as
reliable as a setting hen.
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Today!

your old

Garments
M PLEASE
CAN
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Is on our

Clean
or Dye
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller

1

o LET US

a

F. 0. BLOOD.

00
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A tatlons.

TEAS and COFFEES

OVER

Phone Main 206

Ave.- -

BE ELECTED BY

IOE
IHON & BRASS BEDS

615 Douglas

WILL

HERNANDEZ

YOU

Las Vegas Sleam Laundry
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CHAS. ILFELD CO.
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